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DUD' 
9 OUT OF 10 
TV SHOPS HI M THEM! 

DOES YOURS? 
TV modules are doing lithe more than 

collecting dust in service shops all over the 
country. Check your shop! Whether you have 
one or 101, they are worth good money. PTS 
wants to buy or trade your TV modules for 
instant cash or credit! 

CREDIT: With each tuner you send to any 
PTS Servicenter for repair, include one TV 
module and get a S4 credit toward your repair 
charges. 

CASH: If you have a quantity of TV modules, 
send us a list of brand and model numbers and 
we'll advise you of the value . . . for instant cash! 

Acceptable brands are Admiral, GE, Magnavox, 
Montgomery Ward,  Philco,  Quasar,  RCA,  Sears/ 
Warwick, Sylvania and Zenith. Do not include ceramic 
encapsulated, broken or cannibalized modu es. PTS 
reserves the right to reject any or all modules. 

I FITS ELECTRONICS IN 
• PRECISION TUNER SERVICE 

THE COMPLE—E LET OF ALL PTS SERVICENTERS APPEARS ON THE NEXT PAGE 

.. for more details circle 102 on Reader Service Card 



EDITOR'S MEMO 

Electronics Self-Tests: 
You've Asked For Them, So 

You're Going To Get'em 
• In response to the flood of letters 
we received from readers request-
ing more Electronic Self-Tests like 
the one on capacitor replacement 
selection which we published in 
the May issue, beginning in Au-
gust we will publish a self test in 
each issue. 
Many of the letters we received 

also pointed out that the answer 
given for question 16 in the May 
self-test is incorrect. (Oh, those 
typographical errors that slip by!) 
Consequently, I am herewith re-
peating question 16, with the cor-
rect answer: 
Q16) Which of the following 
statements is not true about the 
two parallel-connected electro-
lytic capacitors in Fig. 9? 
a) Their combined capacitance is 
greater than 20mfd   
b) The DC voltage applied across 
them does not exceed their indi-
vidual voltage ratings   
c) Because their total combined 
internal resistance is less than 
that of either capacitor used sepa-
rately, their total combined leak-
age is also greater   
d ) If one of the capacitors opens, 
the total capacitance will increase 

The correct answer to question 
16—in other words, the only un-
true statement among the four 
c:goices—is (d). The total capaci-
tance of the two capacitors in Fig. 
9 is 40mfd. If one of the capacitors 
opens, the total capacitance will 
not increase. Instead, it will de-
crease to the value of the remain-

ing good capacitor, or to 20mfd. 
Many of the letters we received 

also questioned the answer we 
gave for question 2, which I am 
also repeating herewith: 
Q2) What is the maximum DC 
voltage which can be applied 
across the two capacitors in Fig. 2 
without exceeding the DC voltage 
rating of either capacitor? 
a) 100VDC   
b) 200VDC   
c) 50VDC   
d) 150VDC   
The answer given for this ques-

tion in the May issue—(d)—is cor-
rect. The voltage applied across 
capacitors connected in series di-
vides between them in inverse 
proportion to their individual 
capacitances. Consequently, be-
cause the value of capacitor C2 in 
Fig. 2 is twice that of Cl, the volt-
age developed across C2 will be 
half that developed across Cl. 
Therefore, to avoid exceeding the 
100VDCW rating of Cl, the max-
imum voltage which can be 
applied across the two capacitors 
without exceeding their indi-
vidual voltage ratings is 100VDC 
(the rating of Cl) plus 50VDC 
(half the rating of C2), or a total of 
150VDC. 
The same division of voltages 

across the two capacitors also will 
occur if the applied voltage is AC, 
because the capacitive reactance 
(Xc) of Cl is twice that of C2 at any 
given frequency. 

J.W. Phipps 
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THE COVER: An auto radio technician is pictured in his hunt for the source of 'tough 
dog noise. The job should be easier because he's using a new tool from Channel 
Master called the "Sleuth". (see story on page 21) 

13 Common Discrete Industrial Electronics 
Semiconductors—A Review—Part 2 
We continue our review of common discrete semiconductors on the 
basis of their application in the field of industrial electronics. A TAB BOOK 
condensation of a book by Alfred Haas. 

21 External Sources of Auto Radio, Tape 
Player and CB Noise 
Here is a troubleshooting guide to common and uncommon sources for 
noises in mobile radio and tape player installations, plus a look at a new 
noise-locating tool. By Joseph J. Carr, C.E.T. 

26 Prolonging the Life Of TV Picture Tubes 
When should a brightener be installed —when should you 
rejuvenate —and how —and when should you recommend a new tube 
or new TV set? By Bernard B. Daien. 

32 Effective Advertising For The Electronic Sales & 
Service Dealer—Part 2 
We take a look at the factors that make up a successful advertising 
approach —and how to develop an effective advertising budget. By Don 
W. Mason. 
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$975 
All cables included 

With Everything You Need for Fast CB Service 
in One Lower Priced, Compact Instrument. 
AVOID TIME-WASTING MULTIPLE INSTRUMENTS 

AND CONFUSING CABLE SYSTEMS. GET AT THE 

PROBLEM IN A JIFFY WITH THE 

CD 1=1  C B 4 2 

AUTOMATIC CB ANALYZER 

It's a CB Profit Center All in 
One Handsome Instrument 
The CB service market is growing and more "on the ball" 
technicians are getting into the act every day. Compe-
tition for the CB business is getting tougher and you'll 
want to be sure you can compete. Knowledge alone won't 
be enough. You'll want to get ahead by simplifying your 
work to get the most jobs out with the least effort. You'll 
want to concentrate on your troubleshooting and not 
fiddle with 15 cable connections and 28 knobs on differ-
ent instruments. So you will want to get an instrument 
that takes you from antenna input to speaker, and from 
mike to antenna load in one neat package. 

To top that off, the complete CB42 is hundreds of dollars 
below the nearest competition, and thousands below 
most. We've got our competition beat, and you'll beat 
your competition, too, by saving these six ways with this 
CB42 Profit Center. 

$One simplified tester in a single case saves time on every test 
on any CB that comes in your door, including Single 

Sideband sets; you won't even need a scope. 

•  • 

$One direct-reading digital readout saves interpretation time 
and reading errors. You'll know the CB's frequency, genera-

tor frequency, Percent Off-Channel, positive/negative modulation 
and distortion, RF output, and audio output with a simple flick of a 
switch. Only the CB42 is this simple and complete. AVE ON CHANNEL CHECKING: 

Simply rotate the CB42 and CB selectors through all 40 
channels and read "percent off center frequency" on the 

direct-reading digital meter (.005% FCC maximum deviation) in less 
than two minutes for all 40 channels. 

SAVE ON TIME CONSUMING CONNECTIONS: 
Three cables, provided with your CB42, do the entire job: 
audio cable, transmitter cable, and receiver cable. AVE ON ANNOYING HOWL: 
Why get a screwdriver in the back from the guy next to you, 
when you can substitute for that annoying speaker howl? 

Just plug the built-in, non-grounded speaker sub cable into the 

transceiver and quietly monitor the audio output on the meter. AVE ON BENCH SPACE: 
The CB42 takes less than one-third the bench space of other 
equipment. You can even take it to the field with you, for 

on-the-spot mobile checks, since it is also 12 Volt battery powered. 

10096 
MADE 
IUGHT, 

Phone (605)339 0100 
44: 3200 Sencore Drive. Sioux Falls. South Dakota 57107 

AVE ON REPAIR TIME: 
AVE ON READOUT TIME: 

VALUE LEADERS IN RADIO-TV, 2 W AY AND M R0 INSTRU MENTS 
.for more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card 
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Services the latest solid state chassis! 
chassis! And is even designed to service 

All•new Zenith 
Universal 

ColorTV 800•880 
Test Rig 

Comes completely assembled and ready 
for use. Not a kit. No troublesome switches 
to fail. 

Features a 19TT 30KV 19" Chromacolor • 
picture tube with a limited one-year warranty. 

A quick and easy-to-use plug positively 
locks-in to allow you to match the 800-880 Test 
Rig to the TV chassis being tested. 

Magnetic shield helps eliminate the effects 
of stray magnetic fields. 

Built-in 35KV constant voltage monitor 
with 2'0 accuracy aids servicing. Ideal for per-
formance verification after work is completed. 
Helps prevent needless call-backs. 

No need for an external Univerter or 
Transverter. Vertical and horizontal matching 
networks are built-in. 

Built-in, too, are static convergence and 
blue lateral assemblies in addition to a highly 
efficient deflection yoke for quick and accurate 
bench work. 

Adjustable focus control is provided 
to focus the 800-880 if the receiver under test 
does not provide focus voltage. 

Even incorporates a built-in speaker to 
check the audio of chassis being tested. 

And the proper adapters are included 
with the 800-880 to allow servicing of virtually 
all Zenith TV chassis, while optional Zenith 
adapters are available to permit servicing 110 
Zenith sets as well as other brands. 

Additional adapters available from Zenith 
increases its versatility to over 10.000 sets from 
52 manufacturers. Zenith adapters currently 
on your shelf can also be used. 

Also included is a complete up-to-date 
Instruction and Cross-Reference Guide with 
each and every unit. 

Ask your Zenith distributor about this latest 

and most versatile of all Zenith Universal Color 
TV Test Rigs. the Model 800-880! 

You need one...if not two or more! 

1 



Virtually all the earliest tube and hybrid 
the new 1000 "ABLE"tube sets! 

253/4 " wide; 20" deep; 183/4 " high. 

Plug-in Yoke Matching 
Quick and accurate matching 
of the yoke circuitry to the 
chassis. Ranges 16 to 12mh 
horizontal - no ringing - 2 to 
34 OHM vertical. 

V 

Built-in 35KV Constant 
Voltage Monitor 
Monitors the voltage of the 
chassis under test. It's ideal 
for performance verification 
after work is completed, plus 
the monitor is a great aid in 
servicing. 

®  The quality goes in before the name goes on " 

Adapters and Extensions 
All the current Zenith adapters 
necessary to service most 
Zenith chassis are supplied 
with the rig. A complete up-to-
date Cross-Reference Guide 
is included to cover most all 
other TV brands. A special 
optional adapter is available 
to cover the 13-inch sets. 

Zenith Radio Corporation/Service, Parts & Accessories Division/11000 Seymour Avenue/ Franklin Park, Illinois 60131 
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NE WS OF THE INDUSTRY 

Warranty Law Is In Force In Rhode Island 

The State of Rhode Island —after a long, hard-fought contest —has a Warranty Law in 
force. The Rhode Island Legislature passed the bill and it was signed by Governor 
Garrahy in May. Thus, Rhode Island joins California as the second state to pass warranty 
legislation. The Electronics Technicians Guild of Rhode Island, in a news release, 
summarized the effects of the bill. Briefly it means that:  • 
• The manufacturer must: 1) have service in Rhode Island, 2) furnish parts within 30 

days, 3) pay the same price as a Rhode Island consumer, both for labor and parts, 4) have 
parts and service information available from distributors in Rhode Island, 5) have parts 
available for at least 4 years after the last sale of any model. 
• The servicer must: 1) handle warranty repairs and out of warranty repairs equally, 2) 

complete repair within 30 days, or within ten days after receiving ordered parts, 3) 
charge a manufacturer the same price he would charge a Rhode Island consumer, both for 
labor and parts, 4) order any needed part(s) within two days of receiving the unit for 
repair, and notify customer, unless customer agrees otherwise. 
In a statement concerning the new Warranty Law, the Guild stated that "The Rhode 

Island Warranty Law has given the Rhode Island servicer the opportunity at last to be 
fair to everyone—Manufacturer—Consumer—and even himself! What we do with the 
opportunity will affect not only ourselves and our customers, but many of our fellow 
servicers and their customers across the country. We have the law —now let's make it 
work!" 

16 =11 

"mini-service" manual in all its new 1978 color 
televisions. The new mini-manuals will be located 
in a specially-designed enclosure on the back of 
each set. Access to the enclosure is by two screws 
on the inside of the back, meaning that only the 
service technician will have access to the service 
i nformation. 
These new mini manuals include adjustment 

procedures, safety information, symptom/cause 
troubleshooting charts, parts lists, parts ordering 

information, and a full-sized schematic diagram of the particular chassis. If the set has a 
special feature such as electronic tuning or GE's VIR color system, another complete mini 
manual is included on that feature. 
"These new mini manuals should be a great help to service technicians since they 

provide the needed service information when the technician needs it most," comments 
"Dutch" Meyer, manager of GE's television produce service operation. "We decided on 
this approach after many service technicians told us that there was a real need for more 
detailed, more easily readable service information packed right with the set." 

"Mini-Service" Manuals To Be Packed With Each GE TV Set 

General Electric has come up with an innova-
tive 'plus' for TV servicemen. It will include a 

1978 Winter Consumer Electronics Show Will Be Double The Size 

The 6th annual Winter Consumer Electronics Show, to be held for the first time,in Las 
Vegas—January 5-8, 1978—will use over 250,000 square feet of exhibit space, compared 
to 110,000 square feet of exhibit space used in Chicago at the 1977 show. Some 375 
exhibitors have already asked for space at the 1978 show. 
Although the main body of the show will be staged in the Las Vegas Convention 

Center, an additional 160 exhibits will be available in the new Pavillion Exhibition Hall 
of the Las Vegas Hilton, only a minute's walk from the Convention Center. 
Special events of the '78 show will be daily conferences and a New Years Champagne 

Gala in all exhibit areas. 
Over 15,000 hotel rooms and suites have been allocated to the Winter CES. The Las 

Vegas Hilton, MGM Grand and Caesar's Palace will be the CES headquarter hotels. 

NESDA National Electronic Service Convention To Feature Two Training Programs 

Two worthwhile training sessions are scheduled for this year's NESDA convention in 
Orlando, August 16 through 21. The first is a business management school that will take 
up the first day of convention business—and the second session is two-hour training 
seminar on August 21st on "Frequency Synthesizers and Phase Locked Loops (PLL): 
Their Applications in TV & CB Service Work." 
Topics to be presented and discussed at the management session include: (1) "Every-

thing You Need To Know About Cash Flow," (2) "The Problem With P & L's," (3) "What 
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new grounds 
to buy Ungar 

New OSF-A' 
#7513Thr-?e-Wire 
Grounded Hanile 
is easy to use, 
lightweight ard 
bionechanicalty 
des gned to remain 
coo and 
con- fortable dixing 
con: nuous USE. 

Division of Eldon Indust 

• 

Unique, 
spring-loaded heat 
reflecting ground 
plate eliminates 
electrostatic tip 
potential. 

Heat 'esistant, 
three-wire, flexible 
cord and NEMA 
plug assure long 
life, easy handling 
and a positive 
grcund from tip to 

p. 

Unga 
.,for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card 

Urgat's new "S" 
anc "-IP" steel, 
thread-together 
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firm y into the 
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1. Foe' thread-on 
Staricard Li,e -.ips. 
2. 1-legral neater! tips. 

The r ew load-
mcd_ lated "HP" 
H gh Performance 
Se - es Heaters 
respond 
au-oriatically to 
temperature 
changes and 
provide the capacity 
o: -nuch larger irons. 

0220 / 213 774-5950 



Can A Balance Sheet Show Me About Profit?", and (4) "How To Turn Warranty Contract 
Losses Into Profits." Fee for the day-long school is $20.00 for NESDA & ISCET members, 
$40.00 for non-members. 
The two-hour technical seminar will be conducted by J.A. "Sam" Wilson, CET, 

NESDA/ISCET national technical training director. The seminar will be recorded on 
video tape for use later at service technician associations around the country. The 
seminar is open to all attending the convention, at no charge. 
Registration for the NESDA convention and the business management school can be 

made by calling the NESDA office, 317-241-8160. 

Certification Program For Service Shop Managers Is Announced 
The National Electronic Service Dealers Association (NESDA) has developed a certifi-

cation exam and qualification program for consumer electronics service shop owners, 
managers and operators. It is called the Certified Service Manager (CSM) program, and 
involves an examination that will test the business knowledge and management skills of 
service managers and operators in areas such as: customer relations, advertising and 
promotion, record keeping, financial understanding, demographics of the service busi-
ness, personnel management, product sales, safety and shop layout and design. 
The first CSM exams will be given at the NESDA convention in Orlando, Florida, 

August 16-21. Later testing will be conducted by officials and organizations that ad-
minister the Certified Electronics Technician (CET) program. Fees for the exam have not 
yet been established. 

Reduced Power Consumption Is New Feature of RCA Color TV 
The RCA Consumer Electronic Division has announced the development of color TV 

circuitry that will reduce average total energy consumption of a 19-inch diagonal color tv 
model to less than that of a 100-watt light bulb. The new series of XL-100 19-inch models 
have a chassis that operates about 24 per cent cooler than previous sets. David E. Daly, 
division vice president, as quoted in Radio & Television Weekly, said "This factor alone 
significantly lowers the stress on vital components in the set which should lead to 
improved reliability and longer life." 
The new chassis use eight plug-in modules. Previous XL-100 19-inch diagonal models 

used 12 modules. 

Sales To Dealers Of TV & Radio Up Substantially From Last Year 

Total U.S. market sales to dealers of television and radio products showed a strong 
increase through April of this year, the marketing services department of the Electronic 
Industries Association reported. 
Total TV sales for this April were up 29.7 percent over last April—total radio sales for 

this April showed an increase of 25.3 percent over last April. TV sales for the first 17 
weeks of 1977 were up 21.1 percent and total radio sales in the first 17 weeks were up 13.3 
percent over last year. 
The following statistical chart on sales to dealers is from the EIA. 

SALES TO DEALERS 
APRIL 1977 vs. APRIL 1976 

(In Units) 

Product 
B & W TV 
Color TV 
TOTAL 
TELEVISION 

APRIL 
17 Weeks 

Year To Date 
Percent  Percent 

1977  1976  Change  1977  1976  Change 
355,773  301,196  +18.1  1,630,964  1,452,402  +12.3 
577,142  418,133  +38.0  2,584,159  2,029,701  +27.3 

932,915  719,329  +29.7  4,215,123  3,482,103  +21.1 

AM Radio  335,057  349,109  — 4.0  1,721,917  1,432,351  +20.2 
AM/FM or FM  1,336,249  853,981  +56.5  5,650,020  4,797,992  +17.8 
Auto Radio  962,003  898,620  + 7.1  4,146,883  3,939,359  + 5.3 
TOTAL 
RADIO  2,633,309 2,101,710  +25.3 11,518,820 10,169,702  +13.3 

New National Service Manager Named at Sharp Electronics  
Dewey J. Heil has joined Sharp Electronics Corporation as the national service man-

ager. He will be responsible for directing the firm's network of 3600 independent service 
stations. Heil has more than 25 years of experience in the service field. He formerly was a 
regional service manager for Panasonic in Chicago. Prior to Panasonic, Heil worked in 
the service field for W.T. Grant, Montgomery Ward and RCA. • 
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NOW PRODUCED IN NEW, LARGE X celite FACILITY 

every electronic hand tool 
you'll ever need 

A ra d WI N  
all . AI M 

• ..1 a. 

The new, ultra-modern Xcelite manufacturing plant .. . the most 
advanced in the world for producing top quality forged tools ... 
is now turning them out in record numbers to meet the ever-

growing demand for the world's finest family of electronic hand 
tools. And at no-nonsense, competitive prices. 
Employing the latest in manufacturing technology and quality 

controls, with every step in the production process under one roof, 
this new, large facility is con inuing evidence that Xcelite ... the 

pioneer tha, brought you so many innovations in electronic hand tool design ... is also 
the front-runner in production innovations. 
Whatever your needs for electronic product assembly, service, or maintenance, the 

Xcelite line, finest and most diverse available anywhere, offers your best answers ... 
perfectly aligned, hand-honed pliers and cutters, precision-machined screwdrivers and 
nutdrivers, exclusive thin-pattern adjustable wrenches, plus dozens of related tools 
and kits yot. might require. 
It was no accident that Xcelite long ago earned ... and still holds ..."Preferred Status" 

among electronics professionals. So keep expecting leadership from Xcelite ... and 

see your distributor for today's most wanted hand tools rr ade by tomorrow's 
production methods. 

COOPER 
INDUSTRIES 

Weller-Xcelite Electronics Division 
The Cooper Group 
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M AJOR PARTS 

AND SHIPPING 

CHARGED 

AT COST 

• A UHF Tuner with 
70 channels which are 
detented and indicated 
just like VHF channels. 

• A VHF Hi Gain 
Solid-State Tuner 

• AC Powered 

• 90-Day Warranty 

Demonstrate the  to 
your customers and show improved 
reception with their TV sets. 

You may place your order through 
any of the Centers listed below. 

A 

TSC 

WATCH US 
GRO W 

PROVIDES YOU WITH A CO MPLETE SERVICE 

FOR ALL YOUR TELEVISION TUNER REQUIRE MENTS. 

TUNER REPAIR 
VHF OR UHF ANY TYPE  (U.S.A. ONLY) $10.95 

UHF/VHF  CO MBINATI ON  (U.S.A. ONLY) $17.95 

MAJOR PARTS AND SHIPPING 

CHARGED AT COST 

• Fast, efficient service at any of the conveniently located ser-
vice centers listed below. 

ONLY ORIGINAL FACTORY PARTS USED 

• All tuners ultrasonically cleaned, repaired and realigned. 

C ii—CACT REPLACEi.— TE—N1  
Exact Replacement Tuners are available at a cost of $14.95 
and up. (U.S.A. On)y) 

• Send in your original tuner for comparison purposes to any of 
the Centers listed below. 

UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENT 

UNIVERSAL REPLACE MENT TUNER  (U.S.A. ONLY) $13.95 

• This price buys you a complete new tuner built specifically 
for this purpose. 

• All shafts have a maximum length of 10' 2  which can be cut 
to 1' 2 

• Specify heater type parallel and series 450mA or 600mA 

NO W AVAILABLE —  TUNER SERVICE PARTS CATALOG OF ALL 
SARKES TARZIAN VHF AND UHF TUNERS, INCLUDING EXPLODED VIE W 

DRA WINGS. OVER 200 PAGES. ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY. SEND $2.50 

WITH ORDER TO BLO O MINGT ON HEAD OFFICE. 
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TECHNICAL 
LITERATURE 

A New Insulation Tester-Ohmme-
ter-AC Voltmeter product bulletin is 
available from A. W. Sperry Instru-
ments. The literature describes and il-
lustrates the specifications and uses 
for the firm's new Meg-O-Volt instru-
ment, which is available in two mod-
els, the 510 with a 100 megohm scale 
with a 2 megohm midscale, and the 
520, which has a 1,000 megohm scale 
with a 20 megohm midscale. The pam-
phlet, SP-85, is available free from A. 
W. Sperry Instruments, Inc., 245 Mar-
cus Blvd., Hauppage, N.Y. 11787. 

A Merchandising Idea Book for 
electronic tool displays is now avail-
able from Vaco Products. This 40-page 
full-color display catalog lists shelf, 
counter, wall and floor standing dis-
plays of tools, solderless connectors 
and other problem solvers. The book is 
available to dealers, resellers, and dis-
tributors. It contains over 140 mer-
chandising ideas, including suggested 
display arrangements, product as-
sortments, and compact shelf and 
counter merthandisers. In addition an 
entire section of the Idea Book shows 
the reseller how to create and organize 

custom merchandisers for any show-
room. Merchandise assortments in-
clude screwdriver displays, nutdriver 
displays, plier displays, wrench dis-
plays, fastener displays, solderless 
connector displays, plus a complete 
selection of pouched tool kits and ser-
vice kits. Available free from Harmon 
D. Motch, Assistant Marketing Mgr., 
Vaco Products Company, 510 North 
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois 60610. 

A Technical and Do-It-Yourself 
Catalog, from Tab Books, describes 
over 400 current and forthcoming 
books, plus 14 of the firm's Electronic 
Book/Kits. The 44-page catalog in-
cludes books in a wide range of subject 
areas from: Amateur Radio License 
Study Guides to Communications — 
2-Way, Shortwave and CB radio. 
Among new and forthcoming titles de-
scribed are: "Build Your Own Work-
ing Robot," "Modern Electronics 
Math," VHF/UHF Fire, Police, Ham 
Scanners—Schematic  Servicing 
Manual, and the "Electronic Musical 
Instrument Manual." The catalog is 
free from Tab Books, Blue Ridge 
Summit, Pa, 17214. 

A Solid State Replacement Guide 
For 1977 is now available from RCA. 
The book, SPG-202T, is intended for 
use by engineers, service technicians, 

experimenters and others who work 
with solid-state devices. The new pub-
lication cross references more than 
123,000 domestic and foreign solid-
state devices which can be replaced 
with RCA SK-Series types, consisting 
of transistors, rectifiers, thyristors, 
and integrated circuits. Additional 
features of the guide are an index of 
SK-series semiconductors and acces-
sories, significant characteristic and 
application information which speci-
fies areas of operation and capability 
of specific RCA types, line drawings of 
dimensional outlines and terminal ar-
rangements, and a listing of mounting 
hardware. The new guide also con-
tains a cross reference to other com-
petitive universal replacement de-
vices. Available from RCA SK dis-
tributors, or from RCA Distributor 
and Special Products Division, P.O. 
Box 85, Runnemede, N.J. 08078, for 
$1.50. 

CB, Automotive and Appliance 
Noise Filters are described in the new 
selector guide from Cornell-Dubilier. 
Basic definitions and applications are 
presented plus descriptions of the 
complete CDE line of alternator/ 
generator filters, co-axial feed-thrus, 
L-C tuned filters, appliance filters, 
and low pass TV filters. Also described 
are the firm's heavy duty rotors for 

Everything you've dreamed of 
in a scope...Including a 
sensible price. 

0 0 ".7 • 

VIZ 

6883 

• 

WO-527A $479.00 

See them at your VIZ distributor. 

Whether it be for servicing or scientific research, the new 
WO-527A 15MHz 5" triggered-sweep oscilloscope is 
designed for a wide range of applications. With its host of 
useful functions and its advanced solid-state integrated 
circuits, it's hard to believe it's so reasonably priced. 

• Easy-to-use pushbutton controls 
• Triggered or automatic sweep; ac or dc triggered 
• Unique trigger level control with LED polarity indicators 
• 10mV to 20V:cm in 11 ranges 
• 19 calibrated sweep ranges 
• Preset, automatic TV sync separation circuits 
• Built-in calibrated time-base 
• Special line selector for TV line-by-line display 
• 10 times sweep magnifier 

VIZ Test 
Instruments Group 

of VIZ Mfg. Co. 
335 E Price St., Philadelphia, PA 19144 

rmerly 

Instruments 

...for more details circle 128 on Reader Service Card 
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punch 
through 
the clatter 
and chatter 
Antler CB Antennas help slash 
through the chatter of city 
CB traffic . . . reach out for 

real CB range. That's a fact you 
can count on whether you're 
using a 23 channel CB or 
one of the new 40's. 

Professional truckers, the 
"Smokeys" and CB dealers rely 
on Antlers. Its the sure way to 

make the most of any CB. 
You're always WALL-TO-WALL 
and TREE-TOP-TALL when 
you've got your Antlers on! 

at Authorized Dealers Everywhere 

11:71. 0 

The Secret of 
Antlers 
Extra 
Range 

Individually 
tuned for extra power and 
range. Each auto creates 
variations in SWR's, but 
Antler consistently improves 
efficiency in most installations. 

Got Your  Antlers On? 

antler antennas 
MCM Mfg. Co. 

6200 S. Freeway Fo rt Wo rth , Texas 76134 
...tor more details circle 105 on Reader Service Card 

base stations. Free from Mr. William 
Carlson, Cornell-Dubilier, 150 Av-
enue L, Newark, N.J. 07101. 

Do-it-yourself Electronic Kits are 
described in the latest 96-page catalog 
from the Heath Company. New prod-
ucts introduced in the new literature 
include: a 3-way bookshelf speaker 
system, a battery monitor device for 
radio control modelers, 40-channel CB 
radios, a two-way freezer alarm and 
mount-anywhere touch control light 
switch. The new catalog is available 
free from Heath Company, Benton 
Harbor, Michigan, 49022. 

The New Electronics Catalog from 
Mouser Electronics is now available. 
The 64-page catalog features a wide 
variety of electronic components, 
transformers, electronic tools, test 
equipment, hardware and related 
items. Capacitors, resistors, poten-
tiometers, and switches are featured 
in a range of sizes from sub-miniature 
to full size. Complete with prices. 
Available free from Mouser Elec-
tronics, 11511 Woodside Avenue, 
Lakeside, CA 92040. 

Increased Air Time And Improved 
Communications for FM two-way 
radio users is discussed in a new book-
let from Motorola. Titled "Introducing 
a New Dimension in Radio Communi-
cations, the booklet discusses the ad-
vantages of using Spectrum 800 MHz 
Radio, a new dimension in FM two-
way radio. Spectrum 800 MHz radio 
offers interference-free communica-
tion, through assignment by the FCC 
of an exclusive channel to any user 
who can meet the 800 MHz channel 
load requirements. The new booklet is 
available free from Barbara Bennett, 
Motorola Communications Group, 
Literature Distribution Center, 1301 
E. Algonquin Rd., Schaumburg, IL 
60196. 

Breadboarding And Test Equip-
ment for the professional and hobbyist 
is described in the 1977 catalog from 
Continental Specialties. The 16-page 
catalog features the firm's line of QT 
Stockets, Proto-clips, Proto-boards, 
logic probes, logic monitors, and intro-
duces a new type of Experimenter 
sockets. The catalogs are available 
free from: Continental Specialties Cor-
poration, 44 Kendall Street, P.O. Box 
1942, New Haven, CT 06509. 

A New Antenna Reference Chart 
that illustrates and outlines antennas 
and accessories for commercial two-
way radio is now available from An-
tenna Incorporated. The chart de-
scribes the company's antennas for the 
25-30 MHz, 30-36 MHz, 36-42 MHz, 
42-50 MHz and 130-174 Hz frequency 
ranges, as well as the various mount-

ing configurations available. Also in-
cluded are quarter wavelength anten-
nas for the 136-512 MHz frequency 
range, base station antennas covering 
the 25-54 MHz and 130-174 MHz fre-
quency ranges and monitor antennas. 
A section on antenna accessories is 
also included. Available free from 
Randall J. Friedberg, Antenna Incor-
porated, 23850 Commerce Park Road, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44122. 

The Latest Test Instrument Cata-
log—BK-78—is now available from 
B&K-Precision. The new 44-page 
catalog features a broad range of test 
instruments such as oscilloscopes, fre-
quency counters, digital and analog 
multimeters, audio and R-F signal 
generators, semiconductor testers, 
power supplies, and CB and TV test 
instruments. Included is the firm's 
complete line of oscilloscope and in-
strument probes. New products in-
clude three new frequency counters, 
ranging from a $120 30MHz portable 
to a 520MHz counter with period mea-
surement capability. Two new 31/2 
digit portable digital multi meters and 
two new analog VOM's are also listed. 
The catalog is free from B&K-
Precision, Dynascan Corporation, 
6460 West Cortland Avenue, Chicago, 
Illinois 60635. 

A new Recorder Care And Mainte-
nance Catalog is now available from 
the Nortronics Company. The 20-page 
catalog is designed to aid dealers in 
the merchandising of recorder main-
tenance products. Called the Recorder 
Care Catalog, the new literature is 
well illustrated to show self-standing 
displays, counter racks, supporting 
literature and products grouped by 
application on individual pages. Mer-
chandising and selling information is 
carried across the top of each page; 
product description appears along the 
bottom. The catalog has been designed 
so that individual reprinted pages 
may be supplied to dealers separately 
for use as stuffers or handouts. Avail-
able free from Nortronics Company, 
Inc., 8101 10th Avenue North, Min-
neapolis, Minnesota 55427. 

Exact Replacement Products for 
CB and TV Equipment are cross-
referenced in a new replacement guide 
from Thordarson-Meissner, Inc., The 
guide lists 44 flame-retardant fly-
backs and 14 yokes for the TV re-
placement market, of which 7 yokes 
and 19 flybacks are designed for im-
ported TV sets. Also included is infor-
mation on CB replacement parts, in-
cluding 19 chokes, 16 driver transfor-
mers and 34 output/modulation trans-
formers. The cross reference guides— 
for TV, TVPG 9, and for CB, CBRG 
2—are available free from Thordarson 
distributors. II 
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TECH BOOK DIGEST 
Condensed from a single chapter of a recently introduced TAB book, 

by permission of TAB BOOKS, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa 17214 

Common Discrete Industrial 
Electronics Sem iconductors-

A Review-Part 2 
By Alfred Haas 

THYRISTORS AND OTHER SOLID-STATE 
SWITCHING DEVICES 

• The 4-layer diode is a 2-terminal semiconductor 
device comprised of three junctions between regions 
P1N1, N1P2 and P2N2. If a voltage of the polarity 
shown in Fig. 18 is applied to its terminals, junctions 
P1N1 and P2N2 are forward-connected to conduct. 
The central junction, N1P2, however, is reverse-
connected and it blocks current. Hence, the device is 
nonconducting. 
If now we gradually increase the applied voltage 

(VBO of, say, 80v), avalanche multiplication 
takes place, and the leakage current increases 
rapidly, putting the device in the high conduc-
tion region where it will stay as long as anode 
current I at least equals holding current Io (Fig. 
19). The device immediately will revert to its for-
ward blocking state if I drops below Io. VBO is 
called the forward breakover voltage. The left-
hand reverse characteristic is similar to that of 
ordinary silicon rectifiers; a reverse blocking 
region ends with the maximum reverse voltage point 
where the reverse avalanche conduction region 
starts. Most P-N-P-N devices are designed with a 
peak reverse voltage capability at least equal in 
magnitude to the forward breakover voltage. 
The flexibility of this device is greatly increased by 

connecting one or more of the intermediate layers Ni 
and-or P2 to a terminal to be used as a control elec-

trode or gate G. The 3-electrode device obtained is 
called a 4-layer switch, thyristor or silicon controlled 
rectifier (SCR). 
Now consider the fundamental circuit in Fig. 20. If 

switch I is open, there is no gate current and the 
device behaves like a 4-layer diode. To put it into 
conduction, a voltage at least equal to VBO is applied, 
and the characteristic BAOCDEF in Fig. 21, corre-
sponding to the unique diagram in Fig. 19, is ob-
tained. If now we close Ito have G pass current Ig, the 
breakover occurs at a voltage where V1 is less than 
VBO, and the forward characteristic changes to 
OC'D'E'F (the reverse characteristic, of course, re-
mains unchanged). Hence, increasing Ig reduces the 
forward breakover voltage and shifts Point D to the 
left. For a given value of Ig, the forward blocking 
region disappears altogether, and a normal rectifier 
characteristic, such as indicated by the dotted line, 
results. 
This peculiar characteristic explains the use of the 

thyristor as a "solid-state thyratron." Consider a 
supply voltage VO between VBO and V1. With Ig 
equal to 0 (switch I open), the working point is H; the 
thyristor operates in its forward blocking region and 
passes but a small leakage current. If I is closed, a 
gate current develops, and with Ig sufficiently posi-
tive, the working point changes from H to D' and, this 
being a breakover point, from D' to the Branch E'F in 
the high-conduction region where it settles at a point 
corresponding to the load current drain. If this cur-

I  100-

(mA) 

50-

DINES' 

INVERSE 

-50 

50 V130 1c0 

Fig. 18 —Sketch showing the arrangement of the N and P 
regions in four-layer diode.  Fig. 19  Current ill voltage (VB) characteristic of a 4-layer diode. 
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If you like our 
chemicals, you'll love 
our solder. 
That's because we make it the same way we make our 
chemicals—with "Total Control." 
We control its quality at every step from pure raw tin 

to hermetically sealing every spool to prevent contamina-
tion. That's why Chemtronics solder is so pure it exceeds 
Federal and Milspecs. And it's why Chemtronics solder 
takes high temperatures, yet flows evenly at low tem-
peratures. Good flow gives you control. No crumbling, 
no beading, no cold joints. Instead, a bright, strong bond. 
Unlike ordinary solders, Chemtronics solder won't 

sputter or spatter. On old soldered joints, it works in and 
makes a solid connection. 
You know us for our chemicals. Now try us for our 

solder. Ask your distributor for Chemtronics "Total 
Control" solder. For valuable QIIMT'RONJ ® 
tips on soldering, use the  INC O RP O R ATE D 

45 Hoffman Ave. 
Reader Service number below.  Hauppauge, N.Y. 11787 

rent exceeds the rating, the junctions overheat and 
the thyristor is destroyed. As heating takes time, a 
very short strong current transient may be better 
supported than a much lower continuous DC current. 
Just as in a thyratron, the gate looses control once 

the thyristor has been fired. To return it to the block-
ing state, the anode current must be reduced momen-
tarily below holding current Io (corresponding to the 
ionization voltage Vi of the thyratron). In AC-fed 
circuits, this automatically occurs at the end of every 
(From Chapter 3, "Industrial Electronics Principles & 
Practices," by Alfred Haas, TAB BOOKS, Copyright 1977.) 

Fig. 20—Basic DC-fed thyristor circuit. 

+ 

I0 

HEAVY CONDUCTION 

El   0 
Cr 

IG' 0 Hf} 
C 1 

INVERSE 
BLOCKING 

Nb  V130 

DIRECT BLOCKING  +V 

Fig. 21—Transistor switching characteristics. 

Fig. 22—Two methods of controlling an AC-fed thyristor (SCR). ...for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card 
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PLACE DIE APPROPRIATE STICKER 
HOURLY ClthRGE HERE 

"In  1"8  sok up the ths„os 
and  lantorci•an lteli job directly 
without having to multiply Use this new Tech Spray Pricing Guide to increase your 

profitability. It gives you a method to price out all your 
service jobs uniformly. You get paid what you're worth 
because it lets you charge for all the repairs performed. 
Simple to learn and use, it takes ten minutes to 
understand and seconds to use. Packaged complete with 
forty-one different Pricing Stickers to fit your own labor 
rates. Rates range from $12.00 per hour to $36.00 per 
hour. Stock Number 2007, and just $4.95. 

Also, check into the unique TECH SPRAY SYSTEM OF SERVICE INVOICES, 
inexpensive PURCHASE ORDER LOGS, SERVICE CALL CONTROL CARDS and 
many other paper products. All are designed to make your shop more efficient and 
more profitable, to keep better track of things, and to make your life easier. 

SPR AY supplying the technician's daily needs ... better 
P. 0. BOX 949 - AMARILLO, TEXAS 79105 - PH. 806/372-8523 

...for more details circle 124 on Reader Service Card 
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positive half wave, and conduction resumes only at 
the next positive half wave if there is sufficient gate 
current (corresponding to the thyratron grid voltage). 
In DC-fed circuits, there are several ways to stop 
conduction: the anode current can be interrupted or 
the device can be shorted momentarily, or a suitably 
injected pulse can reduce the anode current below Io. 
Thyristors are serviceable in applications covering 

an extremely wide variety, their massive use in elec-
tronic controls for industry (and in appliances, too) is 
just starting now. Fundamental circuits for AC sup-
ply are indicated in Fig. 22. (There are commercial 
thyristors rated for a direct 117 or 220v mains con-

Fig. 23—Variable half-wave load current control circuit, useful as a ligh 
dimmer or motor control. 

Fig. 24—Half-wave series motor speed control circuit. 

1, 

1, 
± V 1  V 

Fig. 25—Triac 
characteristic curve. 

Fig. 27—Full-wave load control with phase adjustment. 

vB0 

nection, so that a step-down transformer can be 
saved.) The thyristor is used as a static power relay to 
switch a series-connected load, RL. Devices designed 
to pass hundreds of amps while standing more than 
one thousand volts are marketed. Two such devices 
directly fed by a 480-volt (RMS) line are able to con-
trol a 300-kilowatt load! 
In Fig. 22A, the thyristor is fired when switch K is 

closed. Gate current Ig is limited by series resistor R. 
The device passes current only during the positive 
half waves, and diode D will not inject a reverse 
voltage into G during the half waves of nonconduc-
tion. (This diode also can be connected between gate 

I 1 NEGATIVE 

VBO 

(35v)  +V  

Fig. 26—Diac characteristic curve. 

Fig. 28—Structural diagram, equivalent circuit and symbol of a unijunction 
transistor (UJT). 
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and cathode.) When K is opened, the device, already 
de-energized during the negative half cycles, will not 
strike again at the next positive half cycle. In Fig. 
22B, switch K' (normally closed) ties the gate to the 
cathode, hence Ig equals 0, just as in Fig. 22A, with 
switch K open. Now K' must be open to fire the thyris-
tor. 
Because of the very low control current (Ig), a 

thyristor can be controlled by a low-power switch 
such as a sensitive relay or a contact-closing ther-
mometer, or a static control resistive transducer 
(photoconductor, thermistor) can be used as well. 
The circuits described are on-off controls. In AC-fed 

Fig. 29—UJT relaxation oscillator circuit. 

33 k 

117V'N, 

Fig. 30—Thyristor control using a unijunction transistor. 

•••• 

thyristor circuits, a stepless variation of controlled 
power, however, is easily obtained by displacing the 
thyristor firing point along the time axis during the 
positive half cycle (de-energizing takes place anyway 
toward the end of that half cycle). By delaying the 
firing point, a smaller portion of the half wave is used 
and less power is delivered to the load. This allows for 
controlling the speed of an electric motor or dimming 
a light. The simple stepless half wave power control 
in Fig. 23 is typical for such applications. At the 
beginning of the positive half wave, capacitor C 
charges through variable resistor R, and the thyris-
tor anode voltage rises simultaneously. After a time 

100000 

R(o) 

10 000 

103e 

HE HMIS TOR 
, ICI 
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15 W_220 

AM 
W_ 11 5 V 
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8  13  12  14  16 
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Fig. 32—Resistance variation in terms of current for a thermistor and two 
small-power lamps. 
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Fig. 31—Timer circuit using a UJT-controlled thyristor. Fig. 33—Curve showing the steep reverse characteristics of a zener diode. 
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delay, mainly depending on time constant RC, a cur-
rent flows through diode D1 into the. gate and fires 
the device. The thyristor conducts up to about the 
end of the half cycle. The 50K variable resistor allows 
for a phase shift of nearly 180 degrees, making for a 
gradual control of rectified power from about zero to 
full power. During the negative half cycle, C charges 
in the opposite direction and blocks the thyristor at 
the beginning of the next positive half cycle. 
The universal motor-speed drive in Fig. 24 is just 

another application of this principle. Universal or 
AC-DC motors are used in applications requiring 
high torque during starting and at low speeds (the 
armature and field are series-connected). In the pres-
ent circuit, thyristor SCR is inserted between them, 
allowing half-wave operation. The degree of power 

rectified and the motor speed depend on the SCR 
firing angle during the positive half cycle as for-
merly, and is a function of time constant RC. Variable 
resistor R allows for speed adjustment. Voltage 
across RC is stabilized by zener diode DZ during posi-
tive half-cycles (diode D1) to avoid the effect of mains 
fluctuations on the speed setting. 
Stabilization of the preset speed is obtained by ap-

plying the counter-electromotive force developed 
across the rotating armature to capacitor C with a 
polarity opposing that of the charging current. Thus, 
motor acceleration has the same effect as a reduction 
in charging current and results in a slightly smaller 
amount of power delivery by the SCR, which slows 
down the motor. During the blocking state of the 
SCR, the field coil is fed through D3 and Rl. (Though 

Fig. 34—Zener diode used as a voltage stabilizer. 
Fig. 35—This zener circuit exaggerates voltage fluctuations and can be 
used to provide a convenient error signal. 
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the universal motor is reversible by crossing arma-
ture or field connections, this stabilization principle 
works only for one direction of rotation.) 

Photothyristors 

If a small glass window is fitted in the opaque SCR 
casing to let an external light impinge upon the 
light-sensitive junction, a photothyristor or light-
activated silicon controlled rectifier (LASCR) results. 
Such a device can be triggered by a light ray as well as 
by an electric signal. An LASCR can replace a photo-
electric transducer followed by a thyratron or a 
thyristor. While LASCRs are sensitive to visible 
light, their peak sensitivity is well within the in-
frared region of the radiation spectrum. If its rating is 
inadequate for energizing a power device, an LASCR 
can be used to drive a higher-power SCR. 

Triacs 

The thyristor is a half-wave device; for full-wave 
control, two such devices are connected back-to-back. 
The Triac (General Electric), a full-wave switch with 
but one control gate, behaves as two back-to-back 
connected thyristors. This 3-terminal device with 
electrodes Ti, T2 and G is triggered by a positive or 
negative control current flowing between G and Ti. 
Its characteristic, shown in Fig. 25 is the now famil-
iar thyristor characteristic symmetrically displayed 
in the first and third quadrants. This bidirectionality 
allows for considerable simplification of AC control 
circuits. 

Diacs 

Another component, the Diac (General Electric) or 
bidirectional diode, has been developed as a full-wave 
control device. Its characteristic (Fig. 26), displaying 
the same symmetry as that of the Triac, shows that 
up to a threshold voltage of VBO of some 35v positive 
as well as negative, the device is blocked and passes 
only a negligible residual current. Then, the 
breakover takes place at both polarities, and the cur-
rent greatly increases while the voltage drop actually 
decreases, indicating a negative-resistance region (A 
and B). A variable full-wave load control, using a 
Triac triggered by a Diac, is shown in Fig. 27. Just as 
in the half-wave counterpart (Fig. 23) of this circuit, 
the firing angle is varied by a gate voltage phase-shift 
determined by RC. As soon as the rising slope of the 
positive as well as the negative half-cycle reaches 
breakover voltage threshold VBO, the Diac sharply 
begins conducting and transmits to the gate a steep 
voltage that immediately fires the Triac. 

THE UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTOR  

The little world of semiconductors definitely is 
rather complicated, for here comes the unijunction 
transistor (UJT), still another 3-terminal semicon-
ductor device exhibiting very different characteris-
tics. As shown in Fig. 28A, an UJT is made up of a 
tiny N-type silicon bar with electrodes called base-
one (B1) and base-two (B2). Also, there is a small 
P-type region called the emitter (E), arranged in the 
center of the bar. The UJT symbol is shown in Fig. 
28C and Fig. 28B is its equivalent circuit, composed 
of voltage divider RB1 and RB2. Midpoint A is con-
nected to diode D. 

B1 is common to input and output circuits. Positive 
voltages are applied to E and B2. As long as VA, the 
potential at Point A, is lower than emitter voltage 
VE, the diode is blocked, and the emitter current IE is 
0. This condition makes for a comparatively high 
value of RB1 of, say, 4,600 ohms. If VA is greater than 
VE, the diode begins conducting, a current passes 
from E to Bl, and RB1 decreases. If IE is 50 ma, RB1 
should be 40 ohms. The main UJT applications is as a 
relaxation oscillator, especially for thyristor trigger-
ing. 
The fundamental UJT relaxation oscillator circuit 

diagram appears in Fig. 29. Capacitor C charges 
through resistor R, and VE rises gradually. When VE 
equals VA, the junction begins conducting, the resis-
tance of RB2 decreases, and C rapidly discharges 
through base-one resistor B 1. At the end of the dis-
charge, VE increases again, and a new relaxation 
cycle sets in. The waveforms on the electrodes are 
indicated on the diagram—an approximate sawtooth 
wave on E and pulses of opposite polarity on B1 and 
B2. The repetition frequency depends on time con-
stant RC. This circuit is used as a trigger pulse 
generator, as a timer and as a time base (sawtooth 
linearization provided). It can be synchronized by 
injecting negative pulses into E. 
A simple AC-fed thyristor control triggered by a 

UJT is shown in Fig. 30. Capacitor C charges through 
variable resistor Rand fires the UJT which delivers a 
triggering pulse to the SCR gate. The pulse strikes 
the SCR, switching it to conduction until the end of 
the half wave. Thus, RC sets the firing angle of the 
SCR and the power delivered to the load. 
Slightly modified and DC-fed, this circuit becomes 

a timer featuring fair accuracy. (Fig. 31.) Pressing 
normally-closed push-button K removes the short 
across capacitor C and allows C to start charging. 
After a time delay, depending on time constant RC, 
the UJT fires and triggers the SCR. All of the supply 
voltage (except for the low voltage drop across the 
SCR) is then applied to the load. Diode D and series 
resistor R3 deliver a holding current (I0) to the SCR 
to make sure it stays in the conducting state should 
the load be disconnected. The delay-determining 
charging voltage is stabilized by zener diode DZ. 

NONLINEAR DEVICES  

A conventional ("linear") resistor is defined by 
Ohm's law as a device in which R equals E over I. This 
means that should E or I vary, the E over I ratio will 
always remain constant and equal R. A device is 
called "nonlinear" if its resistance varies in terms of 
applied voltage, current drain or any other parame-
ter. (Photoconductors in which the resistance varies 
with illumination can be considered nonlinear resis-
tors, too.) These devices are extremely useful in regu-
lation and control systems, either for voltage or cur-
rent stabilization, or rather to exaggerate their vari-
ation in order to provide a healthy-amplitude error 
signal for control purposes. 
A cheap and easy to use positive-t.c. component is 

the ordinary metallic-filament lamp. The R over I 
characteristic curves plotted in Fig. 32 represent two 
lamp types. The resistance of such a lamp varies from 
about 200 ohms at a cold start to some 1,500 ohms 
when hot. There is no point in heating the filament to 
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the normal operating temperature, for the curve d 
segment at the very beginning where nonlinearity is 
highest is preferred. Low-voltage and high-power 
lamps present high thermal inertia (and thus slow  
action) because of the mass of the comparatively 
thick filament. 

Thermistors 

Thermistors are nonlinear resistors com pose d of 
sintered metallic oxides; they feature a negative  
comparatively high t.c. of about 4 percent per degree 
C according to composition. The characteristic of a 
typical 100,000-ohm thermistor (the rated va lue  is 
for a 20-degree C or a 68 degree F ambient) is plotted 
on the same R over I diagram in Fig 32. (Notice  the 
logarithmic ordinate.) This device yields a resistance 
variation exceeding 100:1, a "honey" for control pur-
poses. Thermistors are available with rated resis-
tances of from a couple of ohms to about 0.2 meg, and 
they are marketed as discs, rods and tiny pinhead-
size pearls for low time constants (some secon ds). 
This component can be heated by a current (Joule 
effect) as well as by heat radiation of conduction  
(temperature transducers). There are indirectly 
heated thermistors composed of the sintered pearl 
surrounded by a tiny insulated heater winding. 
Positive-t.c. thermistors are available, too. 

Varistors 

The varistor or Thyrite (General Electric trade 
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name) is another nonlinear component; its resistance 
rapidly decreases when the applied voltage increases. 
This property makes it useful for overvoltage protec-
tion, and Thyrites, made of sintered oxides, make 
economic high-power lightning-arrestors. Low-
power varistors are inverse-parallel connected di-
odes. Both devices have similar characteristics, in-
cluding two forward conduction segments in the first 
and third quadrants; one diode conducts for each po-
larity. 
The nonlinear devices examined above are not 

polarized; therefore, they are serviceable with AC 
and DC. Semiconductor, vacuum and gas diodes are 
highly nonlinear devices; they pass current in the 
forward direction, but very poorly or even not at all in 
the reverse (blocking) direction. 
On the blocking side, the vacuum tube is best, for 

there is no possibility for a reverse current. Silicon is 
nearly as good, especially if the voltage applied is low 
compared to the rated peak inverse voltage. Ger-
manium has a slightly higher reverse current, and 
selenium has appreciably more. However, all types 
are satisfactory if they are chosen in terms of the 
rectifying characteristics required. 

Zeners 

The zener diode is a silicon diode featuring a par-
ticular reverse characteristic as shown in Fig. 33. (It 
is this branch that is used for voltage regulation. 
Notice the forward conduction is the same as that of 
any other silicon diode.) For low voltages, the reverse 
current practically is zero. Then suddenly, for a volt-
age exceeding a threshold, called zener voltage 
(about -5v on the diagram), the current increases 
rapidly (a voltage increase of 0.3v corresponds to a 
current increase of as much as 4 ma), making for a 
differential resistance of dV over dI equals 75 ohms, 
and sufficient series resistance must be provided to 
limit the current to a safe value. 
With a series resistor Rs, the Zener diode (DZ) 

forms a voltage stabilizer (Fig. 34). This actually is an 
attenuator coil. If Rs is 7,500 ohms, with a differen-
tial resistance of 75 ohms for DZ, input voltage fluc-
tuations will be reduced to one one-hundredth of the 
original amplitude. Permuting Rs and DZ results in a 
circuit that exaggerates the input fluctuations and 
thus yields a fair-amplitude error signal (Fig. 35). 
The resistor is of low value here in regard to the 
differential resistance. Thus, a constant voltage drop, 
preferably only slightly lower than the input voltage, 
develops across DZ, leaving mainly the fluctuating 
component across the output. For control purposes, it 
is necessary only to amplify this component and rein-
ject it into the input. 
Zener diodes are made for stabilizing voltages up to 

100, but devices designed for zener voltages of 5 to 6 
feature the lowest differential resistance and a prac-
tically zero temperature coefficient and are, there-
fore, preferred. For voltages between 65 and 150, gas 
regulator tubes (glow lamps) are used. Nowadays, 
Zener diodes have superseded glow lamps as reg-
ulators in most applications, but glow-type indi-
cators, of course, will survive as long as gallium arse-
nide injection diodes are not mass-produced.M 



Fig. 1 —The Ignition system forms the most 
powerfLI source of RFFEMI in auto electronics. 
Early "wireless" pioneers, in fact. used a Model 
T Ford spark coil coupled to an antenna as a radio 

transmitter. 

Fig. 18—Often overlooked by the inexperienced 
servicer are small DC electric motors such as 
this one used in the automobile heater system. 
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Fig. 2—Typical car radio power supplies have several noise suppression features such as Li. Cl, and 
C2. Capacitor C3 is usually used for audio, ID.. and R.F. stage decoupling. 

External Sources of Auto Radio, Tape 
Player and CB Noise 

Common and uncommon causes of noise and how to cure 

them, plus a look at a servicing aid which is particularly useful 

for tracking down otherwise hard-to-find noise sources. 

IN The first step in troubleshooting 
auto radio or CB noise is to at-
tempt to identify the types of noise. 
Is it ignition noise? Is it alternator 
noise? Or is it the 'sloshy sounding' 
ticking of gas gauge noise? (Do not 
make the mistake of assuming 
that only one type of noise is pres-
ent; many noise sources can create 
more than one type of noise in the 
radio) 
The most common types of 

noises and their most probable 
sources, along with the recom-
mended cures are shown in Table 
I. Be aware, though, that many car 
manufacturers have their own 
recommendations. A call to the 

By Joseph J. Carr, C.E.T. 

local dealership, or auto manufac-
turer's service representative 
often can be helpful. Also, let me 
point out that a bypass capacitor 
on the ignition coil works fine for 
those vehicles equipped with tra-
ditional Kettering coil/breaker-
point ignition systems, but it can 
be totally ineffective on modern 
solid-state systems. 
Note also that the ignition sys-

tem is not the only cause of spark-
like noises. Figures 1A and 1B 
show some sources, such as the au-
tomobile's ignition system and 
numerous small DC motors. Often 
overlooked, incidentally, are the 
blower motors in the heating/air 
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Fig. 4—Capacitors are connected to the output terminals of an alternato  Fig. 5—Capacitors are connected to the field terminal on a generator to 
for noise filtering. (Courtesy Motorola.)  eliminate noise. (Courtesy Motorola.) 

Fig. 6—Noise-filtering capacitors are connected to the voltage regulator. (Courtesy Motoro.a.) 

conditioning system. 

DEFECTS IN THE RADIO  

It is also wise to realize that 
radio defects can create noise prob-
lems. Typical internal causes of 
noise in automotive broadcast re-
ceivers and tape players were dis-
cussed in an article titled 'Noise 
Sources In Auto Electronics' in the 
January 1977 issue of ET/D. The 
most common of these internal 
noise-generating defects are fail-
ure of the noise suppression com-
ponents in the power-input circuit 
of the radio (for example, a shorted 
Li or open Cl or C2 in Fig. 2) and 
incorrect positioning of the anten-
na-input choke so that it is paral-
lel to the power input ('A') lead of 
the radio, which causes any noise 
pulses on the A-lead to be coupled 
directly into the input of the re-
ceiver. 
To find out if a defect in the radio 

is the cause of the noise, the sub-
stitution method can be used. It is 
best if the same make and model of 

MOUNT FM CAPACITOR TO 
ONE OF VOLTAGE REGUL ATOR 
MOUNTING BOLTS OR OTHER 
CONVENIENT GROUND 

ATTACH A LENGTH OF HEAVy 
111 WIRE TO THE CAPACITOR 
I, WITH A 10 32 NUT 8. 
LOCK WASHER CONNECT 

I OTHER END TO "BAT" 
-' TER MINAL OF VOLTAGE 
lj REGULATOR 

radio can be used, but any model 
will do. Connect the new set in 
place of the old, and check to see if 
the noise is still present. Re-
member, though, because the sub-
stitution radio will probably not 
mount in the same way as the orig-
inal, there might be some noise 
present. So look, instead, for a re-
duction in the noise level. 

ANTENNA & RADIO GROUNDING  

Do not overlook the grounding 
connections for the antenna and 
the radio as possible sources of 
noise. The antenna should be 
checked by substituting it with a 
known good antenna. Do not actu-
ally mount the substitution an-
tenna to the vehicle, but be sure to 
ground the base of the test an-
tenna against the car body. You 
can usually reach some chrome 
trim or other conductive surface 
from inside the car while making 
the test. 
When checking the ground con-

nections, never depend totally on 

readings from your ohmmeter. 
They can be highly misleading. 
Like the tube tester, if it says 
"bad", then it is bad; but if it says 
"good", then it may still be bad. In 
the case of the radio antenna, an 
ohmmeter may say that the outer 
shield of the antenna cable is open, 
in which case you believe it—and 
replace the antenna. But, if the 
ohmmeter reads some low resis-
tance, then believe it only after 
you have made the substitution 
test. 
Similarly—to the DC power 

supply—a radio chassis may look 
grounded. But to RF, it actually 
might be a relatively high imped-
ance. 
Modern automobiles frequently 

use a clay-like anti-rattle com-
pound between the dashboard and 
the firewall. If the dashboard and 
firewall make up the ground re-
turn for the radio, noise will be the 
result. 
The solution is to connect a 

heavy conductor between the 
radio chassis and the firewall. Use 
battery braid or the outer conduc-
tor of a heavy grade of coaxial 
cable (RG/8, RG/11, etc.). 
The problem of noise caused by 

poor chassis grounding has been 
compounded in recent years by the 
use of lock-type mounting brack-
ets and anti-theft consoles over the 
transmission hump. Many less ex-
perienced installers—and that 
frequently includes some in the 
industry—will use the coaxial ca-
ble's outer shield as the ground re-
turn. The radio has a ground wire, 
and it should be used. If the copper 
connectors on these brackets are 
in good shape, little problem 
should result from their use. Just 
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Fig. 8—Insulated mounting hangers for the tail-
pipe. coupled with a length close to resonance at 
27 MHz in many cases. forms a situation made 
for the re-radiation of motor noise. 

make sure the ground wire goes 
directly to the firewall (or, at least, 
to a major dash brace). 

NOISE VIA ANTENNA OR POWER LINE 

Once the antenna, radio and 
chassis grounding connections 
have been eliminated as possible 
sources of noise, the next consid-
eration is whether the noise is en-
tering via the antenna or the 
power line. 
This is done by disconnecting 

the antenna and noting whether 
or not the noise level is reduced. 
Some technicians erroneously be-
lieve that the type of noise will tell 
you where it gets into the set. Igni-
tion noise can enter the set by 
either route, and the corrective ac-
tion for each is different. 
Antenna-born noise, for exam-

ple, is most likely caused by in-
adequate shielding action of the 
hood, body panels, or it might be 
caused by re-radiation of RF noise 
from the tailpipe. 
Noise that enters via the power 
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line, on the other hand, may be 
caused by incorrect dress of the 
power cable itself or by induction 
from another cable. Once you real-
ize just what this can mean, you 
will understand why one old timer 
in auto electronics claims that 
"once the most probable causes are 
eliminated, finding the source of 
the motor noise is a lot like trying 
to nail ice cream to a wall." 
Also determine whether or not 

the car has been recently serviced, 
or has been in an accident. The 
extensive use of fiberglass and 
plastic components to repair the 
damage and an antenna ground 
that was not reconnected can 
cause all sorts of problems. 
The author recalls a Corvette 

Sting Ray (with all fiber-glass 
body) that had recently been to the 
body shop for left rear quarter 
panel repairs. The bodyman had 

neglected to reconnect the ground 
connection between the base of the 
antenna and the tail pipe. The re-
sult was tremendous motor noise. 

AFTER THE TUNE-UP 

Another possible cause of radio 
noise is that which is encountered 
after an improper ignition tune-
up. For this reason, it is wise to 
find out from the customer if the 
car has had a tune-up recently. In 
most cases, just the mere mention 
of 'tune-up' will prompt the cus-
tomer to remember that the noise 
appeared right after the tune-up. 
In most noise cases related to a 

recent tune-up, you probably will 
discover that the mechanic im-
properly substituted straight wire 
for the carbon 'radio-TV' wire 
specified by the manufacturer. An 
ohmmeter check will reveal this 
rapidly. First check the wire from 

the coil to the distributor, because 
it is typically easier to reach and 
remove. If the ohmmeter check in-
dicates a short instead of several 
K-ohms, refer the customer back 
to his auto mechanic for correction 
of the noise by installation of 
proper coil and spark plug wires. 
It is equally as important to de-

termine if the car has not been 
tuned up in the last 25,000 miles. 
If the car seems to be running 
roughly, this is probably the case. 
The carbon wire used in the igni-
tion system probably has deterio-
rated to a point where it arcs in-
ternally. This will, of course, 
create RFI/EMI in the radio. 
Besides rough idling of the en-

gine, the best telltale sign of a bad 
ignition cable set is a "pop-pop-
pop" sound made by just having 
one open-circuited spark plug. If 
you have ever seen the fire parade 

TROUBLESHOOTING CHART FOR AUTO RADIO NOISE 

Sound Made 

Popping static at 
regular rate, varies with 
engine speed 

High pitched, raucous 
howl which varies with 
engine speed 

High pitched whistle. 
varies with engine 
speed. More "pure" 
than generator noise 

Flutter at low engine 
RPM and when receiver 
set to low volume 

"Frying Eggs" Sound 

Popping at irregular 
rate. Does not vary with 
engine speed. Sounds 
like sloshing. 

Popping sound when 
brake is pressed 

Horn Noise 

Cause 

Ignition system 

Generator 

Alternator 

Breaker points 

Voltage regulator 
(non-solid-state) 

gas gauge sending 
unit 

Brake light switch 

Horn 

Electrical motor whine.  Motors 
usually does not vary  (see Fig. 28) 
much with engine RPM 

Cure 

Check condition of Radio-TV high 
voltage wire. Bypass capacitor 
(0.5— pF) from ignition coil's 
battery terminal to ground 

Bypass armature terminal to 
ground with 0.5— pF. DO NOT by-
pass field wire. The correct wire 
is the heavy cable 

Check manufacturer's service 
manuals and bulletins. Install 1-
section filter (1) in radio power 
lead 

Bypass battery terminal of igni-
tion coil with 1000-pF capacitor 
(i.e. Motorola AK300) 

Bypass the input and output 
terminals to ground through 
0.1 —mfd capacitors 

Bypass lead-in wire as close to 
the tank as possible with 0.5 — 
mfd capacitor 

Bypass across the switch, or from 
light wire to ground with 0.5 mfd 
capacitor 

0.5 mfd capacitor across horn 
terminals 

0.5 mfd capacitor across motor 
winding terminals 

Comments 

Also check antenna and radio chassis 
grounding 

Only found in older American-made cars and 
some current foreign cars 

May also indicate that vehicle needs, or just 
had, a tune-up. The cause seems to be too 
wide a gap across breaker points. 

Also may indicate a faulty regulator 

Usually accessible through the trunk. Some car 
makers also have a repair kit for this problem 

NOTES: 
(1) See Automotive Electronics Servicing Guide, Sams No. 20927 
(2) Use only automotive bypass capacitors. For FM radios and CB sets the author recommends coaxial bypass capacitors 

Table I—A source chart of motor noise, caused by lack of shielding, inductive pickup from nearby wires. 
or re-radiation from tailpipes, decorative chrome strips, or cable harness. 
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of a multicylinder engine on the 
mechanic's oscilloscope when this 
was the problem, you will recall 
seeing the amplitude of the pulse 
from the offending plug swing up-
ward completely off the screen. 
Other sources of noise in a car's 

ignition system are the alternator 
or generator and the voltage reg-
ulator. The whine and other noises 
produced by these ignition system 
components can be reduced and 
sometimes eliminated by the in-
stallation of bypass capacitors or 
an L-section filter. In Fig. 4, a 
bypass capacitor has been in-
stalled on an alternator, and in 
Fig. 5, on a generator. In the case 
of the alternator, it is wise to con-
sult the car maker's suggestions 
for capacitor value to be used. 
With the wrong capacitor, you 
could resonate the circuit. In Fig. 
6, a capacitor has been installed on 

Fig. 9—A new service tool called the Channel Master "Sleuth" (Model 5270) helps pinpoint tough dog 
noise source. 

a voltage regulator to filter out 
noise. And in Fig. 7, an L-section 
filter has been used on an alter-
nator. The choke may be almost 
any car radio input choke that has 
a DC resistance low enough to 
prevent excessive voltage drops. 

INDUCTIVE AND CAPACITIVE PICKUP  

At this point we have covered all 
of those problems that have tradi-
tionally caused most auto elec-
tronics noise problems. Those 
which remain can be unprofit-
able—and are often very difficult 
to find. 

Here's an example. A few years 
ago I was troubleshooting a CB in-
stallation that had a tremendous 
amount of 'motor' noise. My boss 
and I spent several hours trying to 
find the problem, and frankly ad-
mitted defeat by mid-afternoon. 
To ease the ache in my back caused 
by bending over the automobile 
engine for what seemed like hours, 
I leaned against the side of the 
car—and the noise stopped. 
Inspection revealed that a deco-

rative chrome strip was loose, and 
its few remaining fasteners were 
badly corroded. To add insult to 
injury, the strip was exactly 104 
inches long, or about a quarter 
wavelength at the 27-MHz CB 
spectrum. The chrome strip was 
picking up the noise, and re-
radiating it because of the reso-
nant length. 
Inductive and capacitive pick-

up, coupled with re-radiation, 
cause some of the most difficult-
to-find motor-noise problems. 
Noise suppression is usually a 
simple matter of rerouting a wire, 
shielding something, or adding a 
ground wire. Fig. 8 shows a very 
common source of re-radiation: the 
exhaust pipe. It is a conductor, and 
hangs from insulated supports. 
Furthermore, it often has a length 
that is a quarter- or half-wave-
length of 27-MHz, so it may not act 
grounded, even though it is at-
tached to the engine block. Be-
sides, many tailpipes are not even 

DC grounded, because of rust or 
the type of fittings used. To cure 
this type of noise-radiating prob-
lem, it is necessary to ground the 
tailpipe to the frame at intervals 
that are short, relative to a quar-
ter wavelength of 27 MHz, (i.e., 
less than 5 feet). 

A NEW NOISE-SEEKING TOOL 

A new device that is probably 
the first service tool designed es-
pecially for tracking down sources 
of motor noise has been developed 
by Channel Master. It is Model 
5270 RF Noise Detector, also 
called the "Sleuth". Shown in Fig. 
9, I call it the "magic wand." 
The Sleuth, which costs only 

$16.95, is approximately 25 inches 
long and about 1 inch in diameter. 
It has a 17 foot coaxial cable fitted 
with the standard connector (PL-
259) used in most CB antenna sys-
tems. You can also make an adap-
tor, which I feel Channel Master 
should develop as an accessory, to 
go from PL-259 to a Motorola auto 
radio plug. I made this adaptor in 
the shop by using a short piece of 
RG/59U coaxial cable. The PL-259 
was connected to one end and the 
Motorola plug to the other. The 
PL-259 was then connected to the 
PL-259 on the Sleuth's cable 
through a double-ended female 
barrel adaptor, which is also called 
a 'through-wall' if it's over 3 inches 
long. 
Don't bother trying to mount a 

PL-259 or any related type of con-
nector on one end of a conventional 
car radio antenna cable, even 
though it may seem to be an ap-
pealing way to go. Auto antenna 
cable is hollow (for low capaci-
tance), and will not easily mate 
with the PL-259. This is why I 
used a piece of coax. 
The Sleuth is then connected to 

the antenna jack of the radio in the 
vehicle, or to a test radio. If the 
radio is a CB set, do not key the 
transmitter, or some damage to the 
Sleuth could result. 
When the Sleuth, which is a di-

rectional RF detector, comes in 
close contact with the offending 
noise source, it lets the operator 
know through the test radio's 
speaker. The device will pinpoint 
noise sources wherever they are on 
the vehicle, even re-radiation 
sources, such as the emergency 
brake cable, a cable bundle, or the 

continued on page 44 
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Prolonging the life of 
TV Picture Tubes 

When and how it should be attempted 

By Bernard B. Daien 

• With the exception of open tube 
base connections, which often can 
be permanently repaired by apply-
ing the tip of a hot soldering iron to 
the related pin, the best approach 
to most defective TV picture tubes 
is to recommend either replace-
ment of the picture tube with a 
new or rebuilt one or, if the re-
ceiver is more than 6-8 years old, 
purchase of a new receiver. 

Nonrepairable Detects 

Some picture tube defects are 
absolutely nonrepairable. These 
include a burned phosphor screen, 
a loose or warped shadow mask, a 
gassy condition, and an internally 
open gun element whose ends 
have shifted out of position enough 
to preclude 'welding' with the ele-
ment closing provision with which 
some of the CRT tester/rejuvena-

tors available are equipped. 
When these defects are encoun-

tered, the only two options you can 
recommend to the set owner are: 1) 
replacement of the picture tube or 
2) replacement of the entire re-
ceiver. 

Repairable Or Temporarily Restorable 
Detects 

On the other hand, some types of 
picture tube defects often can be 
repaired or the technician can 
temporarily lessen the effects of 
the defect so that the operating life 
of the tube is prolonged for at least 
a few months. These possibly re-
pairable or temporarily 'restor-
able' defects are: 
• Low emission—This condition is 
not always 'repairable' but, de-
pending on the degree to which 
emission is reduced, it frequently 
can be temporarily restored to a 
usable level by use of a brightener 
(Fig. 1) or by one of two types of 
rejuvenation (Fig 2): c̀ooking' or 
'arcing'. (These methods of rejuve-
nation and their recommended 
applications are described in de-
tail later in this article.) 
• Heater-To-Cathode Shorts—The 
effect of this defect (Fig. 3) fre-
quently can be eliminated by in-
stallation of an isolation trans-
former, which electrically isolates 
the heater, and therefore the 
cathode, from ground. 
• Cathode-To-Control Grid and 
Control Grid-To-Screen Grid 
Shorts—These defects occasionally 
can be eliminated by the shorts-
clearing provision (Fig. 4) built 
into most CRT tester/rejuve-
nators. 
• Internally Open Gun Elements— 
If the two ends of an internally 
open gun element are partially or 
intermittently touching, the 
break sometimes can be 'rewelded' 
by use of the element closing (or 
shorts removing) feature with 
which some CRT tester/rejuve-
nators are equipped. 
• Open External Connections To 
Gun Elements—As noted previ-
ously, these defects frequently can 
be cured by application of a hot 
soldering iron tip to the related 
tube pin. 

Get The Set Owner's Approval 
Attempts at temporary restora-
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tion of emission by the rejuvena-
tion process, and opening shorts or 
closing open elements with the 
'shorts clearing' provision of a 
CRT tester/rejuvenator usually 
involve a risk of damaging the pic-
ture tube in a manner that will 
make it completely inoperative 
and, consequently, worthless ex-
cept as a trade-in dud for a re-
placement tube. For this reason, 
before attempting these proce-
dures it is advisable to explain the 
inherent risk to the set owner and 
then let him or her decide whether 
or not the procedure should be at-
tempted. 

Is The CRT Covered by A Warranty? 

There is also one other very im-
portant factor which should be 
considered before any repair or 
restoration procedure is at-
tempted: Determine whether or not 
the picture tube is still under 
warranty—even if the CRT obvi-
ously is not the original. (All new 
replacement CRTs and most re-
builts have warrantys which 
range from 90 days up to 3 years or 
more.) The best procedure is to ask 
the set owner if he or she has a 
copy of the original sales invoice 
and/or the new-set warranty—or 
at least ask the owner how old the 
set is. 

Candidates For CRT 'Restoration' 

CRT's with low emission in sets 
that are 6 or more years old are 
prime candidates for restoration. 
In such sets the PC boards are 
probably dried out, the tuner 
probably is worn, and you almost 
always find several other failing 
components. 
Although replacing only the 

CRT usually will not restore a 6-8 
year-old set to top operating condi-
tion, most customers expect this 
from the large bill which they 
must pay for CRT replacement. 
When the need for the other re-
pairs crops up, the customer is dis-
satisfied. The alternative is a 
complete overhaul, which is usu-
ally not worth the money, com-
pared to the purchase price of a 
new set. 
CRT restoration, on the other 

hand, is relatively inexpensive, 
and permits the repairs needed 
elsewhere in the set to be per-

Fig. 1—A) Isolation brightener, which provides both CRT filament boost and isolation of the filament 
from ground, for use with CRTs with reduced emission and heater-to-cathode short. B 
Autotransformer-type brightener, which provides only CRT filament boost and no isolation. C 
Isolation-type transformer, which provides only CRT filament isolation and no boost. 

formed for a modest total bill, giv-
ing the customer another year in 
which to prepare for the purchase 
of a new set. 
Many of the latest model sets 

are not suitable for CRT restora-
tion by means of a booster, since 
the picture tube heater may be 
powered by the horizontal sweep 
source (15,750 Hz). Present de-
signs of boosters do not function 

well in these circuits. For exam-
ple, certain models of Philco Sets 
use the 60-hz power line for 
instant-on preheating of the CRT 
filament when the on/off switch is 
in the 'off' position (Fig. 5). How-
ever, when the set is turned on, the 
horizontal sweep source powers the 
CRT filament with a non-sinusoi-
dal 15,750-Hz waveform. Boosters 
do not even light up the CRT under 
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these conditions. Since the home-
call technician usually does not 
carry a full schematic file, he has 
no way of knowing what CRT 
filament-power  circuitry  is 
utilized in the set, and may as-
sume that the newly-installed 
booster is defective. 
Further compounding the 

home-call technicians problems is 
the fact that a number of different 
filament voltage and base pin con-
figurations are employed by b/w 
CRTs, and some have series fila-
ment connections while others 
employ parallel connections. 
It is therefore advisable that the 

home-call technician check the 
CRT data in a tube manual before 
selecting and installing a CRT 
booster, just as he uses such data 
to set up tube checkers and deter-
mine tube interchangeability. 
Many of the sets made in the 

mid-1960s and earlier, are 
equipped with pix tubes which re-
spond well to boosters, or to 'cook-
ing'. Cooking consists of running 
the filament at higher than nor-

mal temperature under carefully 
controlled procedures, and is de-
scribed later in this article. Cook-
ing brings more electrons from the 
interior of the cathode to the sur-
face, thus increasing emission. 
Newer tube types do not respond to 
this procedure as frequently, be-
cause of a different manufacturing 
technology. 
The new CRTs respond to the 

third method, which consists of a 
variation of "arcing" to the surface 
of the cathode. This removes the 
top surface of the cathode emitting 
material, exposing fresh emitting 
material beneath. Under certain 
conditions, a non-emitting layer 
can form on the surface of the 
cathode, acting very much like an 
insulator. Arcing, unlike the pre-
viously-described methods, has 
greater risk and, if carried too far, 
can actually reduce emission by 
destroying the relatively thin 
emitting layer on the cathode. 
However, it is used in many of the 
commercial CRT tester/rejuve-
nators in use today. 

CUTTERS WITH ME 
DURABLE CUTTING 
EDGE. 

FREE CATALOG 

When you're looking for a 
good value in cutters and pliers, 
ook to Hunter. Our Duradium 

cutters are forged of Vanadium 
Tool Steel for a longer cutting 
life. Working surfaces selectively 

hardened for 1000's of wear-free cuts. 
Free Catalog of our cutters and 
other hand tools, write to Hunter 
Tools, 9674 Telstar Ave., El Monte,  Hinter Tools 
Ca. 91731. From the Group Called Marshall 

...tor more details circle 117 on Reader Service Card 
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To sum up: older sets respond 
best to boosters, cooking, or both. 
Newer sets do not respond as well, 
or at all, to boosters and cooking, 
and may need arcing, with greater 
risk and less chance of success. 

Recommended Restoration 
Procedures 

There should be no guesswork 
involved in the restoration of a 
CRT. The tube should be first 
tested in your CRT tester in the 
conventional manner. If the tester 
indicates that the CRT has a 
heater-to-cathode short, install an 
isolation brightener (Fig. 1). Some 
CRT brighteners have a switch 
which permits selection of either 
isolation only or both isolation and 
filament boost. Such isolation 
boosters are larger, heavier, and 
cost more. 
If the CRT fails to reach 

"Cutoff," or has low emission at its 
rated filament voltage, turn the 
filament voltage up 20% (i.e., 7.5 
volts for a 6.3 volt tube), wait a full 
minute, and retest. If the tube now 
reads good, it will work with a 
booster. The booster is a quick and 
profitable sale, and the customer 
is satisfied with having avoided 
the expense of a picture tube re-
placement. 
Some purists insist that the 

CRT must also "track" on all three 
guns of a color tube. If you think a 
bit, you will recall that tracking 
determines the amount of color 
shift that occurs when the bright-
ness changes. A tube that is 
otherwise satisfactory may not 
track perfectly from full bright-
ness down to cutoff (black). If poor 
tracking is due to a weak gun, then 
the weak gun's color will drop off 
at higher levels, causing a loss of 
that color at these levels. Obvi-
ously, this is not satisfactory. On 
the other hand, if the three guns 
have satisfactory emission, then 
the drives and screens can be set to 
give a good picture at both normal 
and bright viewing levels, and the 
mistracking will occur only at low 
brightness levels. If you recall 
your color TV theory, the human 
eye does not perceive color at low 
brightness. (Thus, you do not see 
colors when driving at night.) The 
customer will not see the mis-
tracking near cutoff. I have had 



BottGoetm's Up 
premium catalog 
and get busy! 

Busy collecting for the '77 GE Tube 
Flap Award Program. It's better than ever! 
Choose fabulous gifts from GE's Award 

Catalog or from S&H. Just for using the 
name your customers trust you'll get 
awards from the names you trust. 

Here's how the program works ... 
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complete customer satisfaction 
under such circumstances, and do 
not hesitate to recommend that 
you set up tracking to give a good 
white raster at medium to high 
brightness levels, then turn to an 
active channel and view the pic-
ture. You usually will find that it 
is quite satisfactory. Tracking 
alone is therefore not a good reason 
for replacing a CRT which has 
otherwise been restored. 
If raising the filament voltage 

20% does not result in the picture 
tube passing the emission test, 
'cooking' is in order. As mentioned 
previously, before you attempt 
cooking, or more drastic methods, 
you should obtain the set owners 
permission, after explaining that 
there is a certain element of risk 
involved. He may prefer to view a 
green screen rather than risk hav-
ing no TV set at all. 
Following is a procedure that 

minimizes the risk and maximizes 
the results: With your CRT tester 
hooked up and set for rated fila-
ment voltage, wait a full minute, 
then raise the filament voltage 
50%—i.e., about 10 volts for a 6.3 
volt tube. (If you apply the 10 volts 
immediately, the surge current to 
the cold filament may burn it out.) 
After one minute, drop the fila-
ment voltage back to rated voltage 
for a full minute, then retest the 
tube, looking especially for shorts 
which may result from heat warp-
ing the gun elements, or from 
breakdown of the insulation be-
tween heater and cathode. Watch 
the emission on each gun carefully 
for a minute or so. It should 
stabilize in the 'good' region. If it 
continues to drift downward, even 
very slowly, the emission of the 
tube will not hold up. At this point, 
raise the filament voltage 20% to 
see if a booster will work now that 
the filament has been cooked. If 
the emission reading holds steady, 
a booster (or, as it commonly is 
called, a 'brightener') will proba-
bly provide satisfactory emission. 
If the combination of cooking 

and a booster do not produce suffi-
cient emission, you must use the 
rejuvenator in your CRT tester, 
which is usually the arcing type. 
(Some testers use the cooking 
method, and of course, we have al-
ready considered that, but trying 

once more may do some good.) If 
your tester uses the arcing method 
(which results in a small blue flash 
in the CRT neck when the 'rejuve-
nate' button is pressed), what fol-
lows is for you. 
Remember, we said that arcing 

holds greater risk than boosters or 
cooking. CRT tester/rejuvenators 
using arcing usually have a switch 
which permits "Low" or "High", or 
else have three positions corre-
sponding to 'low', 'medium' and 
'high' strength. These switches de-
termine the amount and duration 
of the high voltage applied be-
tween cathode and control grid, 
and must be used in sequence, 
starting with the lowest strength. 
(During this arcing, higher than 
normal voltage usually is also 

applied to the CRT filament.) 
If the CRT responds to the low-

est strength, repeat again at that 
strength. If the emission of the 
tube is improved, see if it will work 
satisfactorily with a booster, using 
the method previously described. 
If so, stop. 
If some improvement is noted 

with two attempts on low' on a 
three-position tester/rejuvenator, 
but the results are not satisfactory 
with a booster, go to position two. 
If position two does not result in a 
"good" reading, even with a boost-
er, stop! Position three usually de-
stroys whatever emission the tube 
has, and should be avoided. On 
two-position rejuvenators, the 
high level should also be avoided 
for the same reason. 

A 

106 APPLIED 
TO 6.3V 
FILAMENT 

TEMPERATURE 
OF CATHODE 
INCREASED ABOVE 
NORMAL 

III 
I II 
I II 
I I I 

CRT 

CRT TESTER 
REJUVENATOR 

- + 

500V-1KV 

I I I 
I I I 
I II 
I I 

CRT 

Fig. 2—Illustration of two methods of rejuvenation: A) 'Cooking'. in which a higher-than-normal 
filament voltage heats the cathode to a level that 'boils emission-reducing oxide coating off the 
cathode. B) 'Arcing', in which a high potential (typically 500V-1KV) is applied momentarily between 
the cathode and the control grid, and the resultant arc 'pulls' the emission-reducing oxide off the 
surface of the cathode, thereby exposing more of the emission-producing material beneath it. 

Fig. 3—Illustration of the use of an isolation transformer to 'cure' heater-to-cathode short in CRT. 
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Never arc a good gun! Confine 
arcing to guns which definitely 
need 'strong medicine'. If only the 
red gun is weak, then arc the red 
gun only. Repeated arcing on posi-
tion, two on a three-position ma-
chine, should also be avoided. 
Retest the CRT after rejuvena-

tion, again waiting a full minute. 
As before, there must be no indica-
tion of fall off in either the cut-off 
or emission indications. If the 
readings stabilize in the "good" 
region, the tube will perform satis-
factorily. Again, if rejuvenation 
results in improvement, but a 
booster is required to bring it into 
the good region, use a booster. 
To recap: Do not guess. Use a 

CRT tester. Retest after each step. 
Do your procedures in the de-
scribed sequences. 

What You Can Expect 

Based on my own experience 
with older sets which had not been 
previously restored, 50% of those 
with poor emission responded to 
boosters and cooking. Sets which 
already had boosters on the CRT 
(or which had previously been re-
stored by other means) did not re-
spond satisfactorily to any meth-
od. Another 10% with heater-
cathode shorts, or low emission, 
were restored with isolation boos-
ters and/or with arcing. 
On newer sets, the ratio was not 

as good, since boosters could not be 
used on many models. Further, the 
newer CRTs did not respond well 

to cooking. Arcing on low power 
did result in dramatic improve-
ment of some tubes. Many of the 
CRTs tentatively diagnosed as de-
fective, actually were good, the 
trouble being in one of the DC-
coupled circuits associated with 
the CRT input. 
One question often asked is, 

"How long will a CRT remain good 
after restoration?" Of those with 
which a booster alone restored 
emission and the defect was faulty 
emission, cut-off, or a heater-to-
cathode short, 75% of the CRTs re-
stored were still operating satis-
factorily a year later. Of the CRTs 
that were cooked, only 60% were 
still performing satisfactorily a 
year later. Of the CRTs that 
needed cooking plus a booster, 

Fig. 4—Illustration of the basic principal of op 
eration of the shorts-removing provision with 
which most CRT testerrejuvenators are 
equipped. 

OFF 
(INSTANT-ON 

115VAC  OPERATING) 

INSTANT-ON 
FILAMENT 
WINDING 
(5.5VAC RMS) 

CRT FILAMENT 

WINDING ON 
HORIZONTAL 
OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER 
(20V P-P 15, 750 Hz 
MODIFIED SAWTOOTH) 

Fig. 5—Simplified schematic diagram of CRT 'dual filament supply circuit employed in Philco TV 
chassis. In 'on' position of set's on/off switch CRT filament is powered by 15,750-Hz modified 
sawtooth from horizontal sweep system. In 'off' position instant-on winding supplies 60-Hz sinewave 
to keep CRT filament warm, for 'instant' raster when set is switched on. Instant-on winding is shorted 
out in the 'on' position, to prevent the winding from acting as a choke and limiting filament current 
from the 15,750-Hz source. CRT brightener will not function in sets equipped with this and similarity 
powered CRT filaments. 

50% operated satisfactorily for a 
year. Of the CRTs that needed arc-
ing, 35% operated normally for a 
year. Only 10% of the sets that 
needed arcing plus a booster, were 
still good a year later. 
Thus, it can be seen that the 

more drastic method of restoration 
required, the shorter the life of the 
restored tube. 

The Economics Of Restoration 

If a grade 1 rebuilt CRT runs 
about $125 installed, for the most 
popular types, and is warranteed 
for two years, we will assume the 
tube will last for four years, at a 
yearly cost of about $31. Restora-
tion, including a booster, runs 
about $31, and should last a year if 
done properly. Therefore, the cost 
to the customer per year of opera-
tion is the same. 
As far as the shop is concerned, 

the sale of booster and the time 
charges incurred in rejuvenation 
provide extra income. Remember, 
the technician should have a CRT 
tester with him on service calls 
anyway. The extra money pro-
vided by this use of the tester 
therefore does not require addi-
tional test gear. There is no sure 
fire way to detect a bad CRT with-
out a tester. I have seen CRTs that 
looked like classic cases of CRT 
failure, but were caused by leaky 
solid-state focus rectifiers, leaky 
high-voltage rectifiers, gassy rec-
tifier tubes, etc. As long as you 
have a CRT tester/rejuvenator, 
use it to make extra income. 

Cautions Repeated 
Even though your CRT tester 

has a built-in rejuvenator, resist 
the temptation to use it until you 
have determined first if the tube 
responds to gentler treatment 

boosters or cooking. Once 
you have arced the tube, there is 
no going back to other methods. 
If you have a favorite tester, by 

all means use it, in the order de-
scribed. The 'results' data pre-
sented in this article is the sum-
mation of carefully kept records, 
on many CRTs, over a two-year 
period. Only original equipment 
CRTs, or 'standard brand' grade-1 
rebuilts, were tested, since others 
were of unknown quality to begin 
with. • 
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Effective Advertising 
For The Electronic 

Sales & Service Dealer 
Part Two 

The factors that make up a successful 
advertising approach —and how to develop 

an effective advertising budget. 

• There are a number of different 
avenues by which the average 
electronic sales and service shop 
owner can get his advertising 
message to the people he wants to 
serve. The media available in-
cludes: daily and weekly newspa-
pers, neighborhood shopping 
newspapers, radio and television 
stations, direct mail and hand-
bills, billboards, and the Yellow 
Pages of the local telephone direc-
tory. 
The task of selecting the right 

advertising method for your par-
ticular operation is, as pointed out 

By Don W Mason 

in the first part of this series last 
month, simply a matter of deter-
mining who and where your pres-
ent and potential customers are, 
and then picking the advertising 
method that gets your sales mes-
sage to the largest number of these 
customers at the lowest cost. 
The size of the community in 

which you operate is a major factor 
in media selection. 
For example, if you are located 

in a small to medium size town, 
you probably cover the whole 
community and surrounding area 
with your products and/or service. 

In this case, the local newspaper 
and the local radio station will 
probably give you good advertis-
ing coverage with little waste. 
On the other hand, if you are 

located in a section of a large city, 
it is likely that you provide prod-
uct and service coverage to only 
part of the city. If this is the case 
you could be wasting your money 
to advertise in the city newspa-
pers, or on radio or television be-
cause you'd be buying too many 
readers or listeners and viewers 
who could not conveniently use 
your services, or buy your prod-
ucts. In this situation, more effec-
tive use can be made of a commu-
nity shopper or direct mail. These 
will allow pinpoint advertising 
coverage of potential customers 
who can conveniently get to your 
shop. 
To further pin down this matter 

of media selection on the basis of 
the location of your business, re-
member these observations from 
the Small Business Administra-
tion (SBA): 
• The average independent retail 
business draws customers from 
not more than a quarter of a mile. 
• The average chain store draws 
customers from not more than 
three quarters of a mile. 
• The average shopping center 
draws customers from as far away 
as four miles. 
Of course, if you do home service 

calls and use a mobile service van 
you can extend your customer cov-
erage according to how much 
equipment you have and how 
large a staff you employ. 
Finally, on this matter of media 

selection, here are the questions 
you should ask yourself about 
present and prospective customers 
if you want to avoid the purchase 
of waste advertising coverage: 
• Who are your customers or po-
tential customers? 
• What income groups are they 
in? 
• Why do they buy, or use your 
services? (On price or quality? By 
word of mouth, or through adver-
tising?) 
• How do they buy your products 
or service? (Do they prefer carry-in 
service, or home calls? How often 
do they use your services, or buy 
your products?) 
• Where do they live? 
• Are your present customers sat-
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THE gg ugg OF A BUSINESS 

CHEAP ...VS... EXPENSIVE 

NEAT  VS. SLOPPY 

THOUGHTFUL  VS.. INDIFFERENT 

HIGH INTEGRITY  VS  QUESTIONABLE METHODS 

FRIENDLY  VS  IMPERSONAL 

isfied with your products and ser-
vices? 
Let's examine that last question 

about customer satisfaction. 
What your present customers, 

and the community in general, 
think about you and your opera-
tion is an important fact to con-
sider in the development of your 
advertising approach. It is the 
image your business presents to 
the community and your custom-
ers. 
Depending on a lot of factors 

such as the inside and outside ap-
pearance of your shop—its loca-
tion—your appearance and that of 
your employees—your treatment 
of customers—and the quality of 
your service, your business "im-
age" can be: 
• "Cheap" or "expensive" 
• "Neat" or "sloppy" 
• "Thoughtful" or "indifferent", 
and 
• "Warm and friendly" or "cold 
and impersonal." 
Your business image is created 

by how you operate. Advertising is 
the method by which you reinforce 
that image with your present and 
future customers. When you've 
correctly discerned your "business 
image", you should include that 
image in your approach to adver-
tising. 

WHAT TO ADVERTISE?  
Your 'business image' must cer-

tainly be a part of your advertising 
message. But there is a lot 
more—and, again, you must ask 
yourself some questions, such as: 
• Should I advertise products 
and/or service? (This one is easy if 
you run a service-only operation) 
• (If sales and service) Should I 
always feature a price-cut (or 
sales) come-on? 
• (If service only) Should I feature 
"fast" service, or "high quality" 
service? 

• Should I advertise myself and 
my employees? 
The answers to these and other 

questions about what to advertise 
depend on exactly what kind of op-
eration you have. In other words, 
think about your business and de-
termine its good points. 
In what ways is it unique or out-

standing? Do you specialize in a 
certain type of electronic service 
that no one else in your area of-
fers? Do you sell and service a cer-
tain name brand product exclu-
sively in your area? Do you offer 
radio-dispatched home repair ser-
vice? 
What are its strengths? Have you 

and/or your employees spent many 
years in electronic service work? 
Do you have an unusually conve-
nient location? Are your 'open-
for-business' long than others? Do 
you employ all state-licensed ser-
vicemen? Are they C.E.T.'s? 
What do you have to offer that the 

competition can't or doesn't dupli-
cate? Do you have diagnostic 
equipment that your competition 
doesn't have? Do you offer a speedy 
drive-in service with plenty of free 
parking? Do you have a special 
demonstration show-room for the 
electronic products you sell and 
service? 
There are a lot of other ques-

tions your can ask about your 
business, but the idea is to deter-
mine all your strong points—and 

LIU MITO MI 
CAN'T — 

,,,,IMPROVE A POOR PRODUCT 

4. MAKE UP FOR POOR TREATMENT 

.e." BRING ABOUT A CHANGE OVERNIGHT 

BUILD CONFIDENCE ON HALF-TRUTHS 

as a popular song that's long-gone 
states— "Accentuate the positive, 
and eliminate the negative" in 
your advertising. Above all, don't 
copy the advertising of your com-
petitors. Don't be afraid to be dif-
ferent. 
Also remember—in advertising, 

say only one thing at a time. 
Choose the major point you want 
to make, and make it as effectively 
as you can. In other words, if the 
story you've chosen to tell is worth 
the telling, don't dilute it by mix-

ing in a second or third one at the 
same time. If you try to feature 
everything in the same ad, you'll 
end up by featuring nothing. 

Name Brands and Product Advertising 

You can give your advertising 
dollar a running start by featuring 
nationally advertised brands in 
your ads, whether you're advertis-
ing product or service. Manufac-
turers spend millions of dollars to 
advertise their products. By using 
these brand names and symbols in 
your own promotion, you can as-
sociate your firm with this na-
tional advertising and reap the 
benefits of the drawing power of 

BASIC APPEALS 

THRIFT  SERVICE  QUALITY 

household names, and the holding 
power of what the public regards 
as quality products or services. 
Obviously, honesty is necessary 

in using brand names in your ad-
vertising. If you don't sell or ser-
vice a particular brand don't say so 
in your ads. But if you do sell 
and/or service on a regular basis 
certain brand name products, and 
especially if you are an authorized 
sales dealer or service station for 
one or more brands, include that 
information in every ad. 

Something About Advertising Appeals 

In trying to decide what to in-
clude in your advertising copy, a 
little bit of the psychology of ad-
vertising might be helpful. 
To understand the job your ad-

vertising will have to do, you must 
look beyond material features or 
the obvious and search out the in-
tangible appeals that cause people 
to buy your products and/or ser-
vices. 
People don't buy things—they 

buy goods that satisfy their wants. 
Every product or service that is 
marketable has some benefit that 
the potential customer must see 
and want before you can ring up a 
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sale. In other words, "people buy 
want-satisfaction". 
For example, a toothpaste maker 

uses these appeals in his advertis-
ing: "It helps to remove dingy 
film"—"It penetrates crevices"— 
"It washes away food particles"— 
and "It cleans and beautifies the 
teeth." 
And a motor oil refiner uses 

these appeals: "It gives a motor 
pep and power"—"It provides a 
quicker get-away"—"It saves up to 
15 percent in gas and oil"—and "It 
frees sticky valves and rings." 

Things People Want 
People's wants are fairly stan-

dard. Most will react to one or an-
other of the following appeals: 
• Convenience or comfort 
• Love or friendship 
• Desire for security 
• Social approval or status 
• Life, health, and well being 
• Profit, savings, or economy 
• Stylishness 
And these may be further 

simplified to the 3 Basic Appeals: 
Thrift (bargain appeal); Service 
(convenience appeal); and Quality 
(snob appeal). 
Interpret your products or ser-

vices in terms of these appeals. As 
you advertise, some appeals will 
get better results than others. 
Stick with these and reject the 
weaker ones. In deciding on ap-
peals, remember that women 
(1) generally read, see and hear 
advertising more than men, 
(2) buy approximately 80 percent 
of the necessities, and (3) greatly 
influence all other purchases. 
Only at the lowest income levels 
do men assert greater influence 
than women. 

HOW TO BUDGET YOUR 
ADVERTISING DOLLARS  

Promotion (or advertising) is a 
part of your operating expense, 
and it should be budgeted just as 
other operating expenses are. In 
order to avoid overspending or un-
derspending, set up an advertising 
budget that can be used as an ef-
fective policy guide. 
First, include the expense of ad-

vertising in your markup calcula-
tions. Secondly, put a definite 
amount into your operating 
budget to cover the cost of promo-
tion. Then, use the national aver-
age of advertising percent of net 
sales for appliance and radio-TV 
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dealers, which is 2.45%, and adjust 
it to your local situation. (A little 
comparison with friendly, success-
ful competitors might be helpful, if 
available.) 
Make provisions in your budget 

for: 1) the time or duration of your 
advertising program, 2) the size, 
type, and layout of the ads you in-
tend to use, and 3) the media you 
plan to use. 
Finally, check your budget 

periodically to be sure that your 
policy is getting results and that 
your estimated expenses were 
realistic. A convenient method of 
matching results with expenses is 
the chart shown in Fig. 1. 
Using this chart, record your 

sales figures for last year month-
by-month. Then figure the per-
centage for each month by divid-
ing the year's sales into the 
month's sales. Record those per-
centages on the chart. 
Now, decide what your sales 

goals for this year should be. Good 
yardsticks for figuring sales goals 
are: 1) increased population, in-
come, employment, etc. in your 
community; 2) new or expanded 
departments or services in your 
shop; 3) changes in prices; 4) what 
competitors are doing; 5) stock on 
hand; and 6) increased selling and 
advertising efforts. 
Now, on the chart, record the 

dollar amount month-for-month 
that you spent on advertising. 
Then figure the percentage figure 
by dividing your total advertising 
amount for the years into each 
month's figure. Record the adver-
tising percentage on the chart. 
To get a visual record of how 

well your last year's advertising 
matched sales opportunities, 
make a simple graph as shown in 
Fig. 1. Plot in each month's per-
centages for sales with a dot on the 

graph. Connect the dots with a 
black line. 
Now do the same with your ad-

vertising percentages. Connect 
your advertising dots with a red 
pencil to make the comparison 
stand out. If your sales and adver-
tising lines don't run fairly close 
together, you are probably miss-
ing selling opportunities. Some-
thing is probably wrong with the 
'mix' of your advertising media, or 
in verbal and visual advertising 
methods. Also, your advertising 
could be appearing too early or too 
late to do the best selling job. In 
other words, your timing may be 
off. 

DOES ADVERTISING PAY ITS WAY?  

If the advertising you have al-
ready used does not pay its way, 
something is either wrong with 
what you are saying or where 
you're saying it. Effective adver-
tising, properly placed, should pay 
you dividends—in the form of 
greater sales volume, in propor-
tion to the amount of money you 
spend on it. 
Remember these two guide-

lines: 
(1). Your additional dollars of 

sales volume should total enough 
to pay for the advertising and the 
merchandise, operating expense, 
and net profit on your sales. 
(2). The amount of money you 

plan to put into advertising should 
be based on the business objective 
you hope to achieve, the type of 
business you have (whether it's 
service only, or service & sales), 
and the advertising medium you 
decide is the most economical for 
reaching your particular goals ef-
fectively. 

The Holding Power of Advertising 
The question always comes 
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up—"Why should I advertise? I'm 
happy with the volume of business 
I have now." 
"Now" is the key word in the 

answer to that question. Now is all 
right—but how about tomorrow? 
No business can stand still for 
long. It must do better or it will do 
worse. It must grow or it will di-
minish. It must attract new cus-
tomers because the market itself is 
in a constant state of flux. Con-
sumer tastes and loyalties change, 
people are continually moving 
into or away from a trade area. An 
older generation dies or retires 
and a younger one takes its place. 
Stop advertising and, in other 

ways, promoting your business 
and see what happens. 
The National Retail Merchants 

Association estimates that the av-
erage store would have to go out of 
business in 3 or 4 years if it did no 
advertising because the average 
store loses between 20 and 25 per-
cent of its customers each year, 
and these must be replaced just to 
maintain the status quo. This 
means that if you have 1,200 cus-
tomers, you must add one cus-
tomer a day to replace the one you 
lose. 

THINGS TO REMEMBER 
ABOUT ADVERTISING  

The two main objectives of ad-
vertising for any business—large 
or small—local or national are to 
draw in new customers—and to 
help hold old ones. 
Remember that advertising can: 

• Identify a business with the 
goods and services it offers. 
• Build confidence in a business. 
• Create good will for the busi-
ness. 
• Increase sales and speed turn-
over. 
• Reduce your expense by spread-
ing them over a larger volume. 
And remember that advertising 

cannot: 
• Make a business prosper if that 
business offers only a poor product 
or an inferior kind of service. 
• Lead to sales if the prospects 
which it brings in are ignored or 
poorly treated. 
• Create traffic overnight, or in-
crease sales with a single ad. (Too 
many small businesses use a 
touch-and-go advertising policy). 
• Build confidence in the business 
if the advertising is untruthful or 
misleading. • 

How 
do you really use a 
multimeter? 

Usually at your bench, in the shop, 
shared with others. And, if it's a Fluke 
multimeter, you use it with confidence. 
Now you can carry that same bench 

precision on the job. Introducing the 
new Fluke 8020A DMM for only $169* 
This rugged beauty packs more field-

valuable features than any other DMM 
available, at any price. And that means 
field versatility when you need it most. 
The 8020A has six resistance ranges, 

including a 20 megohm range for those 
special high-resistance TV components. 
Plus, you can measure focus dividers, 
pcb and capacitor leakage clear up to 
10,000 megohms with the new conduct-
ance function. And conductance allows 
you to measure transistor beta—unique 

with the 8020A. 
Ever damaged your meter in the fly-

back circuit? Rest easy. The 8020A is 
MOV-protected to 6000V against hid-
den spikes and transients. 
Your 8020A comes with a full-year 

warranty, with worldwide service back-
up. Regardless of what happens to it, 
we'll fix it inexpensively and quickly, 
making the 8020A a truly cost-effective 
investment. 
Call (800) 426-0361, toll free. Give 

us your chargecard number for imme-
diate delivery. Or, we'll tell you the 
location of the closest Fluke office or 
distributor. (Buy ten 8020As for only 
$1521!*) 
*U.S. price only. 

Co m mand Perfor mance: De mand the Fluke 8020A. 
1807-7007 

FL U K E 

...for more details circle 113 on Reader Service Card 
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DIGITAL FRED COUNTER 

II Simpson Electric Company's 
Model 710 digital frequency 
counter has a measurement capa-
bility of 10Hz to 60MHz, a resolu-
tion of 1Hz in the H̀z' range and 
1KHz in the 'MHz' range, and a 
rated accuracy of +1 count (+ the 
10 ppm time base accuracy), yet 
costs only $150. 
The Model 710 is equipped with 

a 6-digit, .35-inch-high LED read-
out, a pushbutton-selectable low-
pass input filter (which eliminates 
error-producing noise), a standard 
BNC-type input connector, and a 
built-in bench stand. 
Sampling times of the Model 

710 are 5 times per second in the 
'MHz' range and .5 times per sec-
ond in the H̀z' range. 
Dimensions of the new fre-

quency counter are 2 inches by 5.6 
inches by 4.6 inches. 
Optional accessories available 

for the Model 710 include a 4-foot 
shielded input cable, a 50-ohm 
dummy load, an adapter for 12 
VDC operation from a vehicle 
cigarette lighter receptacle, stan-
dard and low-capacitance probes, 
and a carrying case. 
For more information about this 

test instrument circle No. 148 on 
the Reader Service Card in this 
issue. 

BATTERY-POWERED 
SEMICONDUCTOR TESTER 

Sencore recently announced a 
portable, battery-powered version 
of its 'Super Cricket' type of 
semiconductor tester. 
This latest addition to Sencore's 

line of ease-of-use-oriented semi-
conductor testers is designated 
the TF46 Portable 'Super Crick-
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et' and features a provision which 
automatically turns off the instru-
ment after twenty minutes of con-
tinuous operation, to extend bat-
tery life. 
The TF46 also can be powered 

from AC via an AC-to-DC power 
adapter (Model PA202), which is 
available for $9.95. The adapter 
automatically  bypasses  the 
power-off-after-twenty-minute 
feature of the TF46, so that during 
bench use the user will not have to 
bother with turning the instru-
ment back on every twenty min-
utes. 
Testing capabilities of the TF46 

include  in-and-out-of-circuit 
good/bad testing of bipolar and 
field-effect transistors (FETs) and 
semiconductor diodes, plus out-
of-circuit direct measurement of 
bipolar transistor beta and leak-
age, FET transconductance (in 
microhms, and leakage (ICBO of 
bipolars, and IGSS and IDSS of 
FETs). In addition, the TF46 also 
provides identification of transis 
tor polarity (NPN or PNP for bipo-
lars, and N- or P- channel for 
FETs), plus element identifica-
tion. 
Six definitively-labeled push-

buttons provide function selec-
tion, and transistor polarity and 
element identification are accom-
plished by a 12-position rotary 
switch. 

Price of the TF46 Super Cricket 
is $195. 
For more information about this 

test instrument circle No. 149 on 
the Reader Service Card in this 
issue. 

PORTABLE FET VOM 
The VIZ Test Instruments 

Group of VIZ Manufacturing Co. 
has introduced a new analog-type 
FET VOM that is especially useful 
in servicing solid-state equip-
ment. 
The new portable electronic 

VOM operates either on AC or on 
self-contained batteries. It is 
equipped with a FET (field-effect 
transistor) differential-amplifier 
circuit for accurate measurement 
of AC and DC current from 0.005 
milliamperes (5 microamperes) to 
1.5 amperes in nine ranges. 

Called the VoltOhmyst Model 
WV-543A, the new FET VOM fea-
tures a 'low-power' resistance 
function which limits both voltage 
and power supplied to solid-state 
devices under test. Thus, because 
semiconductor junctions in the 
circuit do not conduct, resistances 
in-circuit can be accurately mea-
sured. An ohms/polarity indicat-
ing meter is provided on the front 
panel as well as an ohms-polarity 
switch for convenient circuit test-
ing. 
The new electronic VOM also 

features auto-polarity on all DC 
voltage and current ranges. Re-
gardless of the actual polarity, all 
readings are upscale, with polar-
ity shown on a separate front-
panel meter. 
The new VOM features a 10-

megohm input impedance; over-
load protection of the FET circuit 
and the meter movement; a large, 
easy-to-read color-coded meter 
scale; a 100° arc mirrored scale, to 
prevent paralax-caused errors in 
readout; pushbutton function 
switches combined with a 24-
position detent-type range selec-
tor switch; a shielded probe and 
case; and decibel measurement 
from —50 dB to +56- dB with a 
standard 0 dB reference of lmW 
into 6000. 
The VoltOhmyst V comes corn-



plete with one AC/DC ohms probe, 
one set of test leads with banana 
plugs, and an AC adapter. Power 
in the resistance-measuring mode 
is derived from eight 1.5 V "AA" 
cells and one 1.5 V "C" cell (bat-
teries are not supplied). The price 
is $150. 
For more information about this 

test instrument circle No. 150 on 
the Reader Service Card in this 
issue. 

WIDEBAND TEST INSTRUMENT 
PROBE   

A new wideband instrument 
probe has been announced by 
B&K-Precision. The new probe, 
Model PR-37, is designed for use 
with oscilloscopes and frequency 
counters in applications through 
100 MHz. 
The PR-37 is a slim-body probe 

of lightweight construction. A 
three-positions switch selects 10:1 
or direct modes, or a reference po-
sition that grounds the tip through 
a 9 megohm resistor. 
A complete set of accessories is 

supplied with the PR-37, includ-
ing a spring-loaded retractable 
tip-cover, insulating tip, BNC tip 

adapter, IC tip and an insulated 
compensation capacitor adjust-
ment tool. The insulating tip is de-
signed for probing dense solid-
state circuitry with no danger of 
shorting nearby components. 
For interface with test points or 

output jacks, the BNC adapter 
converts the probe tip into a 
push-on BNC connector. The IC 
tip guides the probe contact onto 
any pin of a standard DIP, making 
it almost impossible to short two 
pins of an IC. The PR-37 and ac-
cessories, in a convenient zippered 
vinyl case, is priced at $40. 
For more information about this 

test instrument circle No. 151 on 
the Reader Service Card in this 
issue. • 

The reasons for 
giving up analog. 

The best reason is accuracy of 0.25% 
dc. The 8020A digital multimeter has 
it, and that's ten times better than most 
analog meters! 
And we guarantee that accuracy for 

a full year, plus we've calibrated your 
8020A with equipment that's NBS trace-
able. A tradition with Fluke. 
But you're also buying performance. 

Like high/low power ohms and con-
ductance—the missing function on 
other multimeters. Ten megotun input 
resistance on both ac and dc. Plus more, 
for only $169:K 
The tougher your job gets, the more 

you need resolution, and the 8020A 
offers a full 2000 counts. The large 31/2-
digit liquid crystal display is readable 

anywhere. Inexpensive 9V battery pow-
er means continuous operation for up 
to 200 hours. 
The new 8020A is especially suited 

for TV service. Measure transistor volt-
ages within 10 millivolts, even when 
they float as high as 20V. With the 
20012 range, you also can measure 
circuit breaker resistances within 0.112. 
Try that with analog. 
Get your hands on an 8020A today: 

Call (800) 426-0361, toll free. Give us 
your chargecard number for immedi-
ate shipment. Or, we'll tell you the lo-
cation of your local Fluke office or dis-
tributor. (Buy a ten-pack of 8020As 
for only $1521* and save $169!) 
*U.S. price only. 

Fluke 8020A DM M for TV Service:$169. 
1807-7008 

FL U K E 
0 
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DEALER SHO WCASE 

Descriptions and specifications of the products in-

cluded in this department are provided by the man-
ufacturers. For additional information, circle the cor-

responding numbers on the Reader Service Card in 

this issue. 

CB MICROPHONE CONNECTORS  131 

A new point-of purchase merchan-
diser featuring a dealer stock of El-
tratec CB microphone connectors is 
now being marketed by Workman. 
Designated Model WD491, the wire 
counter display offers 14 different 

types of connectors that cover 95% of 
the CB transceivers on the market to-
day. A cross-reference feature permits 
counter sales personnel to select the 
proper connector by CB model 
number. Each WD491 display in-
cludes 90 individually packaged mike 
connectors. The display inclused a col-
orful header sign. 

COMPUTER-CONTROLLED CB  132 

A new 40-channel single sidebandi 
AM mobile CB radio and base station 
that are controlled by two micro-
computers has been announced by 

Texas Instruments. Designated model 
SM-172 for the mobile radio and 
SB-173 for the base station, the new 
radios feature operating controls lo-
cated on a small, lightweight bandset, 
with memory-stored, push-button 
selective calling. The handset control 
head comprises a keyboard for digital 
control; five-digit LED display for 
quick data response on channel and 
SSB mode selection; signal strength 
and standing wave ratio (SWR); a mi-
crophone and rocker switches for 
squelch, channel select, volume con-
trol, and push-to-talk. One mi-
crocomputer is in the control head; the 
other microcomputer controls the 
transceiver by reacting to commands 
from the control head. Suggested re-
tail price for the mobile radio will be 
$325 and $375 for the base station. 

HOME SMOKE ALARMS  133 

A new AC-powered home smoke 
alarm featuring a nine-foot cordset 
has been introduced by General Elec-
tric. Called the Home Sentry, the new 
smoke alarm monitors surrounding 
air 24 hours a day. When combustion 
particles, small enough to be barely 
visible, reach the vicinity of the alarm 
system, the system is activated and 
triggers the alarm. The new alarm, of 
the dual chamber ionization type, fea-
tures a signal indicator light which 
shows that the unit is energized and 

working. The alarm system can be 
checked by pushing a test-fire drill 
button that simulates smoke. The new 
corded model features a plug retainer, 
which fastens under the electrical out-
let plat screw to help prevent acciden-
tal unplugging. Suggested retail value 
for the corded alarm is $39.95. 

VOICE REINFORCEMENT 
SYSTEM  134 

A new voice reinforcement system 
that offers sound column audio pene-
tration in a completely portable ver-
sion is being introduced by Perma 
Power. Called the Model S-230, the 
new system features a 35 watt solid 
state amplifier, a professional dynam-

ic cardioid microphone, and a six 
loudspeaker sound column. It is said 
that it will cover audiences up to 
3,000. To use, the speaker simply 
opens the carrying case, plugs the 
components together and positions 
them where they are wanted, and 
starts to talk. No electrical plug-in is 
necessary because the amplifier is 
powered by 10 D-size flashlight bat-
teries. However, a 120 VAC adapter is 
available if desired. The sound column 
of the S-230 uses six high efficiency 
5-inch loudspeakers, positioned in a 
frequency tapered sound column. Am-
plifier is rated at 35-watts output and 
is of transistor and IC design. Inputs 
are provided for microphone, phono-
graph, tuner, or tape recorder, with 
outputs for 4 to 16 ohm speakers. 
Priced at $349.50 

HOME & OFFICE INTERCOM 
SYSTEM  135 

A new wireless, two-station inter-
com system that requires no installa-
tion for use in home and office has been 
introduced by GC Electronics. This 
lightweight, portable system permits 
2-station communication between 20 
feet and 3/4 of a mile. A single control 
regulates the volume and the "on" 
light. A lock button allows for dicta-
tion or continuous monitoring of chil-
dren's playroom. An automatic 
squelch and factory pre-set frequency 
are additional features. Single units 
may be added on later. The system 
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(30-6025) has a four transistor circuit, 
150 mW output, 21/2 inch dynamic 
speaker and operates on a standard 
180 KHz frequency. 

GIANT SCREEN VIDEO 
PROJECTION  136 

A new version of large screen projec-
tion TV for home use has been intro-
duced by the Amtron Video Corpora-
tin. Called the Epic 100, the new unit 
utilizes a direct beam, as opposed to 
mirror reflection, and is said to pro-
duce a bright, crisp, clear image. The 
Epic 100 features a 51 inch diagonal 

screen, is modular solid-state, and re-
ceives both VHF and UHF broadcasts. 
It is adaptable, without modification, 
for cable and closed circuit TV, video 
tape cassettes or discs, video games 
and features an optional remote con-
trol unit. Contemporary cabinet styl-
ing is available in ivory or coffee 
finish. 

AEROSOL FIRE EXTINGUISHER  137 

A new fire extinguisher in an 
aerosol can that's ideal for small fires 
involving oil, wood, electricity or 
gasoline has been introduced by 
Mountain West Alarm. Designated 
A-20, the new aerosol power carbon 
dioxide spray is not a conductor of elec-
tricity and will not damage cloth, var-
nish or paint outside the fire area. 
Each can weighs 1V2 pounds and is 
priced at $3.50. 

Don't let size and 
price get in the way 

of digital. 

The new 8020A, at only $169:' packs 
a lot of capability for a small, light-
weight (13-oz.) digital multimeter. 
Carry it in your pocket, or your parts 

caddy. Anywhere. But it's in your hand 
that you'll appreciate the 8020A's per-
formance, reliability and ease of oper-
ation. 
And the 8020A is as simple to repair 

as it is to operate. Fix it yourself if you 
like, with all 47 parts available at Fluke 
service centers worldwide. But for the 
first year, don't worry—our solid guar-
antee covers it. 
The 8020A's usefulness is extensive 

—use it with our 80K-40 high voltage 

probe, for example—a good match. 
With accuracy of ±-1% at 25 kV, it's 
just right for precise CRT measure-
ments. 
And for a limited time, buy both the 

8020A and the 80K-40 for only $199,* 
and save $20 off the price of individual 
units. 
Clip the special coupon below and 

rush to your local Fluke office or dis-
tributor. Call (800) 426-0361, toll free. 
We'll tell you the closest office. Or, 
give us your chargecard number and 
we'll ship both today! 

*Price and offer good in U.S. only. 

SAVE $20 
off the list prices of the 80K-40 probe and 
the 8020A DMM by presenting this cou-
pon to your local Fluke office or distributor. 
Price and offer good in U.S. only; coupon 

expires October 31, 1977. 

1807-7009 

[FL U K E 

tor more details circle 115 on Reader Service Card 
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NE W PRODUCTS 

Descriptions and specifications of the products in-
cluded in this department are provided by the man-
ufacturers. For additional information, circle the cor-
responding numbers on the Reader Service Card in 
this issue. 

UHF BROADBAND AMPLIFIER  152 

A new UHF broadband MATV am-
plifier that delivers an output of 
50dBmV on each of 5 UHF channels at 
0.5% cross modulation is now avail-
able from the Winegard Company. 
Designated Model DA-4300, the new 
amplifier features a high gain of 

+32dB that can overcome higher sys-
tems losses by taking weak signals 
and building them up to a usable pic-
ture level. The DA-4300 has a 20dB 
variable gain control that allows the 
installer to reduce the gain in areas 
where there's a stronger signal than is 
needed, preventing cross modulation. 
The amplifier has a noise figure of 
10d13 avg., including UHF translator 
frequencies. It lists at $119.00. 

AUDIO LOAD KIT  153 

A new audio load kit for service 
technicians, manufacturers and au-
diophiles is available now from the 
Heath Company. Designated Model 
ID-5252, the new product provides 
audio loads of 2,4,8,16, or 32 ohms for 
amplifier testing according to manu-
facturer's specifications and the 
IHFM. A series of five-way binding 
posts allow it to handle up to 240 watts 
mono or four 60 watt inputs, both into 
8 ohms. In addition to the various re-
sistor values, there are jacks for con-
necting a voltmeter, oscilloscope or 
other instrument at the load in use. 
The ID-5252 includes four 3-foot No. 
12 gauge leads with spade lugs. Priced 
at $44.95. 

SERVICE & ASSEMBLY 
BENCHES 154 

A new series of benches designed to 
permit selection of optional features 
for electronic assembly, testing, ser-
vice, and lab work has been introduced 
by Advance Engineering Systems. The 
series starts with a stable, vibration-
free bench in 30 or 36 inch depth and 
30 of 34 inch height. From this basic 
bench, it is possible to add an instru-
ment shelf and electrical circuits at up 
to 9 optional locations. Bench top is 
covered with non-glare, white ther-
mosetting plastic. They are available 
in 4,5,6, and 8 foot lengths, and priced 
at $89.00 for the basic bench. 

WIRE DISPENSER  155 

A new wire dispenser that has cut-
ting and stripping capability is now 
available from the O.K. Machine & 
Tool Corp. When the wire is drawn out 

to the required length, a built-in 
plunger cuts the length free from the 
roll and a gentle pull through a strip-
ping blade removes the insulation. 
Repeating the procedure strips insula-
tion from the other end. The new WD 
Series dispenser includes a 50 foot roll 
of AWG 30 top industrial quality, 
silver plated copper wire. Insulation 
co mes in blue, white, yellow or red. 

JOB SCHEDULE BOARD  156 

A new 2-week magnetic job schedul-
ing board has been introduced by 
Methods Research. The new schedul-
ing board makes the time schedule for 

each job visible to all persons involved, 
showing job description, job number, 
and day and time job will run. The 
light grey, lithographed gridded 
boards come in two sizes, 2 foot by 3 

foot and 4 foot by 3 foot. They come 
equipped with colored acetate tape for 
making lines and headings printed 
with month, day and hour. Each board 
features magnetic cardholders with 
card inserts in 5 colors. 

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER  157 

A new all-wave, synthesized com-
munications receiver covering the en-
tire frequency range of 50 KHz to 29.7 
MHz has been introduced by McKay 
Dymek Company. Designated Model 
DR-22, the new digital readout re-
ceiver features high sensitivity 
coupled with wide dynamic range and 
high selectivity. It is said to receive 
weak stations in the crowded high and 
medium frequency bands where over-
load, intermodulation and cross mod-
ulation can cause reception difficul-
ties. It is equipped with switch select-
able 4 or 8 KHz band width ceramic 
filters. The DR-22 has a digital phase 

iffise 
locked loop tuning system for tuning 
in AM broadcast stations, interna-
tional short wave, ham radio and CB. 
AC power consumed is 30 watts. It is 
priced at $995. 

SEMICONDUCTOR 
REPLACEMENTS  158 

A number of solid-state devices have 
been added to the ECG semiconductor 
line from GTE Sylvania. The new 
types include: ECG172A, and NPN 
silicon darlington amplifier for audio 
pre-amp and switching applications; 
ECG322 thru 326, a series of silicon 
transistors for use in CB, audio, and 
industrial equipment; ECG426, an as-
sortment of metric hardware found in 
imported entertainment equipment; 
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A message from RCA Consumer Electronics No. 3 in a series 

"I personally read the service 'report cards returned 
by customers, their comments keep our technicians 
conscientious 

"We designed a classroom into our service center 
to help our people keep abreast of new technical 
developments " 

"We think enysicians have an easier job than we do: 
They treat the same old body all the time. Our 
patient keeps changing" 

"Over 60% of our sales is repeat business. Most people 
mention good service as the reason they came back'? 

Charles Marling, Ed Marling's TV, Topeka, Kansas 66603 

"We believe that its better to lose money 
on a customer who honestly believes he's 
right than to insist he's wrong and save a 
couple of bucks. If you lose that customer, 
you lose his family and friends too. We bend 
over backwards to make sure our customers 
are satisfied..." says Charles Marling, 
President of Ed Marling's stores. 

Ed Marling started in 1936. 
Marling's service center covers over 15,000 
sq. ft.; ten times larger than the original 
facility. Bill Weidner, supervisor of the ser-
vice operation will retire soon. He began 
working for Ed Marling, Charles' father, in 
1936 when they specialized in radio/phono 
repair. Bill has played a major role in plan-
ning the efficient new service center using 
his long years of experience to good advan-
tage. 

The nerve center of the service operation is the 
radio dispatch desk Mrs Rita Halderman talks with 
Service Manager Bill Weidner before relaying a call 
to one of 18 radio-eguipped trucks 

Ed Marling's Stores, Inc., is a multi-million 
dollar business. The new service center, 
located in a former warehouse, serves four 
Marling retail stores—three in Topeka and 
one in Lawrence. 
It's equipped to provide service on all 

electronic and appliance products, ranging 
from microwave ovens and refrigerators to 
lawn mowers and TV's. 
And even though Marling's doesn't sell 

"fish-finders," their service expertise on 
fish-finders has earned a "word-of-mouth" 
reputation among fishermen as far away 
as Texas. 
Eighteen RCA radio-equipped vehicles 

average a total of 135 service calls a day. 
About 43,000 in-home calls a year provide 

service on W's and "appliances" to cus-
tomers within a radius of 45 miles. 

A team effort is the key to Marling's success. 
After completion of their new building, Bill 
Weidner prepared rough floor plan layouts. 
From there, Electronics Service Manager 
Roy Bassett and Asst. Service Manager 
Everett Alfrey developed the final plans for 
the major appliance service area and the 
customer service counter. Assisting them, 
individual technicians provided input de-
scribing their needs for work space in 
several areas including television, white 
goods, and mower repair. They also had to 
consider the needs of the parts department, 
storage areas for new and used merchan-
dise, water facilities, gas, electricity, and 
antenna systems. 
The efficient shop is divided into well 

lighted, mirror lined U-shaped work spaces. 
The office and reception area was added 

to the front of the revamped structure, with 
the parts department placed between the 
customer desk and the service area, making 
parts readily available to both customers 
and technicians. Parts manager Tom Waters 
designed his own department layout which 
maintains an inventory of $175,000 in parts. 

Special listening room for sound problems. 
A small room next to the service area is used 
to handle especially troublesome audio 
problems in any sound system or television. 
It is equipped with four large speaker en-
closures. An acoustic tile ceiling and 
carpeted floor provide optimum listening 
conditions for quadraphonic work. 
The mower repair shop is located at the 

far end of the building because of the noise 
level. For his convenience, the mower 
specialist maintains his own parts supply 
there. 

Busy but efficient dispatch desk. 
The dispatch desk maintains two-way radio 
contact with the 18 service vehicles on 
Marling's own radio frequency so "traffic" 
is never a problem. Each driver is listed on 
the master call-board where service re-
quests are clipped and relayed by radio as 
soon as possible. Nearby is the "Service 
Schedule" blackboard. It lists product cate-
gory and the day service is expected to be 
available. This enables the office staff to 
tell customers when they can expect 
service. 

Customers know the charges prior to actual 
service calls. 
Marling's customers are informed in ad-
vance about all costs to avoid surprises. The 
service ticket is designed for itemized 
estimates of parts and labor with space for 
the final charges. Basic data on the form 
includes whether the unit was picked up, 
brought in or serviced in the home, where 
the set was purchased, and warranty infor-
mation with model and serial numbers. 
After service is completed the customer 

gets an "Electronic Service and Parts 
Warranty" form explaining the 30-day labor 
and 90-day parts Marling guarantee. Ser-
vice records are kept in an active file for 
two and one half years, then transferred to 
inactive files for five years, and finally to 
a microfilm file for up to 12 years. 

"Report Cards" keep courtesy at the top of 
the class. 
Marling's customers receive a post card 
asking them to rate Marling's on telephone 
courtesy, promptness of service, quality 
and neatness of work, delivery service and 
the attitude and appearance of the service-
man. 
Maintaining customer satisfaction in neat-

ness, courtesy, etc is only part of the con-
tinuing training program. Bill Weidner also 
keeps his team of technicians well-informed. 
Bill says, "With a variety of brands and 
product categories being handled our 
people are going to school constantly." 
The "school room" is outfitted with forty 

desk-chairs Bill bought at a school board 
auction. There is also a slide projector and 
movie projector for training films. 
Every first and third Tuesday of the month, 

Marling techs attend different product cate-
gory training sessions. Bill says, "Just to 
keep up with the pace of technology is a 
challenge. And if we're going to provide the 
kind of service that brings people back, 
we're going to have to keep up with that 
pace." 

Consumer Electronics Division 
600 N. Sherman Drive 
Indianapolis, IN 46201 

Better Service Through Better Communications. 
tor more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card 
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ECG 501A, a selenium tripler for TV 
sets; ECG 601 and 604 varistors used 
in a variety of imported equipment; 
ECG 973 thru 976, a series of linear 
integrated circuits for use in com-
munications equipment; and ECG 
1161 thru 1167, linear integrated cir-
cuits for CB radios and TV sets. 

INDOOR CB BASE STATION 
ANTENNA 

HP-27 is accomplished by adjustment 
of two free sliding tuning sleeves. One 
setting covers all channels and no 
tools are required. SWR at resonance 
is adjustable to 1.1:1 or better. For 40 
channel operation, SWR averages well 
below 2:1. The new antenna, complete 
with 17 foot coax cable and factory in-
stalled connectors, lists for $42.95. 

159  DIGITAL FREQUENCY COUNTER  160 

A new CB base station antenna that 
doesn't require roof, window or bal-
cony mounting has been introduced by 
New-Tronics. Designated the Hustler 
HP-27, the antenna is contained in a 
decorative housing, and installs in-
stantly between any floor and ceiling 
like any pole lamp. Tuning of the 

A new digital frequency counter de-
signed to indicate the frequency of any 
signal from 5 kHz to 40 MHz with a 
level of 50 microvolts or more has been 
developed by Siltronix. Called the 

SPECIAL PACKAGE OF MOST 
COMMON DRIVERS & FINALS 
This kit contains 6 each of: 

model FC-1, the new counter features 
one-half inch high easy-to-read light 
emitting diodes (LED) numbers and a 
two-position sensitivity switch for 
hard-to-read signals. A two-crystal 
controlled time-based switch provides 
resolution to either + .1 kHz or + 1 
KHz. The FC-1 is powered from 117 
AC or a 12-volt battery. Priced at 

Seehing Original Japanese 
Replacement Forts for CB Repair Use 

CB REPAIR PACKAGE 
$77.00 value for only $59.00 

Now repair almost all CB's with this 

package of Japanese Transistors 

2SK 19 FET  2 pcs  2SC 1306 

2SD 235  4 pcs  2SC 1239 
2SC 710  10 pcS  2SC 1307 
2SC 775  4 pcs  2SC 756 

4 pcs 

3 pcs 
4 pcs 
3 pcs 

2SC 775 

2SC 1018 
2SC 1226 
2SC 1306 

2SC 756 

2SC 799 
2SC 1239 
2SC 1307 

$140.00 value for Just $99.95 

CHECK OUR NEW REDUCED PRICES! COD ORDERS  

Original Japanese Transistors, FET, IC, Diodes 

TRANSISTORS 

/SA 495 

29/1 562 
2SA 678 
256 634 
756 640 

?SA 643 
2SA 683 
?SA 719 

?SA 720 
/SA 721 
2SA 733 

2513 54 

258 75 
258 77 
7513 186 
7SB 324 
758 337 

258 367 
2513 368 
7513 405 

70 
59 

59 
90 

59 
70 

70 
70 

70 
70 
59 

59 
59 

59 
59 
70 

I 60 
1 50 
2 15 

70 

758 415 
2513 463 

258 471 
nit 4 74 

2513 492 
7SC 183 
2SC 184 

7SC 371 

2SC 372 
2SC 373 

2SC 380 
2SC 381 
2SC 387 

25C 394 
2SC 403 

/SC 454 
7SC /158 
2SC 460 
2SC 461 

25C 4a1 

2SC 482 
2SC 495 

70 

1 50 
1 60 
1 20 

100 

59 

59 
59 

59 
59 
59 
59 

59 

59 

59 

59 
59 
59 
59 
1 60 
1 50 
100 

25c 509 
2SC 517 

2SC 535 
2SC 536 
25C 562 
/SC 619 
2SC 620 
2SC 668 

2SC 696 
2SC 710 

2SC 711 
2SC 712 
2SC 717 

2SC 732 
2SC 733 

2SC 734 
2SC 735 

25C 756 
2SC 763 
2SC 773 

2SC 774 

25C 775 

90 

395 
70 
59 

2 15 
59 

59 
59 
195 

59 
59 
59 

59 

59 
59 
59 
59 

80 
59 
70 

I 60 

195 

2SC 776 

2SC 777 
2SC 778 
2SC 781 

?SC 784 
2SC 785 
2SC 789 

2SC 793 
2SC 799 

2SC 802 
2SC 815 
2SC 828 
2SC 829 

2SC 838 

2SC 839 
2SC 900 
25C 930 
2SC 943 
2SC 945 

2SC 1014 
2SC 1017 
2SC 1018 

265 

350 
360 

2 65 

59 
70 

1 00 
280 

360 
360 
59 
59 
59 

59 
59 
59 
59 
1 20 

59 
1 70 
1 40 

1 20 

2SC 1060  2 25 

/SC 1061 
2SC 1096 
25C 1166 
2SC 1173 
2SC 1175 

2SC 1189 
2SC 1213 
25C 1226  1 00 
2SC 1237  4 25 

2SC 1239  350 
2SC 1306  440 
25C 1307  4 90 
2SC 1317  59 

2SC 1318  59 

2SC 1330  150 
2SC 1359  140 
2SC 1364  140 

29C 1377  490 
2SC 1449  1 00 

2SC 1475  1 40 
2SC 1674  1 55 

1 40 

100 

59 
90 
90 
1 40 
70 

2SC 1675 

2SC 1678 
2SC 1679 

2SC 1684 
2SC 1728 
2SC 1760 

2SC 1816 
2SC 1908 

2SC 1909 

2SC 1957 
25C 1975 
no 77 
?SD 142 
250 180 
2513 187 

250 188 
250 227 

no 234 
?SD 735 

no 313 
250 325 
250 360 

55 
25 
25 
59 

00 
00 
25 
59 
40 

2400 

00 

0050  

6060 

59 

00 
00 

10 

10 
20 

FET 

2917 19 

2517 30 

7017 33 
2517 34 
2017 47 
2517 49 

2517 55 

2017 68 
3517 22 
3SK 35 
3817 39 

3517 40 
3SK 41 

3517 45 
MK 10 

SN 7400 

SN use 
TA 704561 

PRICES MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

60 
90 

1,00 

20 

30 
30 

30 
55 
25 
25 

25 

50 
50 
00 

19 
60 

300 

TA 7061AP  1 90 
TA 7062P  190 

TA 72057,  390 
BA 511  340 
BA 521  370 

DIODE5  

IS 84 
IS 188 

IS 332 

IS 953 
IS 1007 

IS 1209 
IS 1211 

IS 1555 

IS 1588 
IS 1885 
IS 2076 

IS 2093 
IS 2473 

IN 60 
IN 30 

100 
45 

45 
45 
45 

45 
45 

32 
32 

45 
45 
45 

45 

75 
25 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY WITHIN 48 HOURS 
ON ALL TRANSISTORS IN STOCK 

Minimum order SIO 00 Ohio residents add 4% sales tan, 

Add SI 00 postage and handling Quantity discount prices. 
ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE PRICE LIST 

MANUFACTURER INQUIRIES WELCOMED 

All Parts Guaranteed Against Factory Defects 

FUJI-SVEA ENTERPRISE 

Dept. ET 
P.O. Box 40325 

Cincinnati, OH 45240 
(513) 874-0220 
(513) 874-0223 

$169.95 with parts and labor under 
warranty for six months. 

PULSATING CLEANER 
& DEGREASER  161 

A new device that provides pulsa-
tions for aerosol cleaners and degreas-
ers is being introduced by C hem-
tronics, Inc. Called the Vibra-Jet, the 
new product works on the principle of 
the "venturi effect" which creates a 
pressure differential in an aerosol 
spray, producing a pulsating solvent 
jet. When connected to an aerosol 
cleaner or degreaser, the pulsating ac-
tion provides the mechanical force 
necessary to dislodge hard-to-remove 
contaminants. It is claimed that the 
device will remove dirt from horizon-
tal surfaces, increase solvent penetra-
tion of surface pores and remove con-

taminants not normally removed by 
the cleaners themselves. Comes com-
plete with a 26 inch flexible polyure-
thane hose and 12 inch probe for 
reaching inaccessible areas. The new 
device is being offered with the pur-
chase of two cans of the firm's product, 
Tun-o-Wash. 

FORTY-CHANNEL RF GENERATOR 162 

A new RF generator designed for 
40-channel CB transceiver service is 
now available from Hickok. Desig-
nated Model 256, the new generator 
offers 5-band frequency tuning, cover-
ing channels 1 to 40. Frequencies of 
100 kHz through 16 MHz are covered 
on the other four bands to provide all 
IF requirements including 455 kHz 

FREE ALARM CATALOG 
Huge selection ol burglar & tire sys-
tems, supplies. Motion detectors in-
frared beams; controls, door switches 
bells, sirens. 900 items, 64 pp. packed 
with technical details, notes. 

Phone 16021 263-8831 

•a mountain west alarm 
4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 85016 

...for more details circle 116 on Reader Service Card 
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and 10.7 MHz. Frequency selection is 
accomplished by connecting the 
counter output jack to a frequency 
counter for continuous monitoring. A 
calibrated/attenuated output control 
provides RF signal output of 100,000 
µV down to less than 1 µV for receiver 
sensitivity checks. The attenuated 
output is variable in 20 dB steps and 
by a 20 dB continuously-variable con-
trol calibrated in microvolts. Internal 
modulation at a frequency of 1 kHz is 
variable from 0 to 100gr , calibrated at 
30%. Provision is also made for use of 
external modulation at frequencies 
from 20 Hz to 10 kHz through front-
panel out/in jacks. Priced at $199. 

COAX EXTENSION CORD  163 

A new extension cord that extends 
coax cable without having to use a 

double female cable splice, is available 
now from Gold Line. The new cord fea-
tures a plug on one end and a recepta-
cle on the other end. It is furnished in 
lengths of 5 feet (MF585), 12 feet 
(MF812). 20 feet (MF820), and 50 feet 
( MF5850). 

FIELD STRENGTH ANALYST  164 

A new test instrument that com-
bines the features of an all channel 
field strength meter and a TV tuner 
analyst has been introduced by PTS 
Electronics, Inc. Designated Model 
5001, the new instrument, when used 
as a Field Strength Meter, is tunable 
to all UHF and VHF channels and has 
a three-position attenuator switch 
which allows signal measurement 
from 0 to 100,000 microvolts. The 
meter scale is calibrated in microvolts 
and dB's, and the analyst portion can 
be used to substitute the VHF and 

TUNER SUB $19.95 
Since all tuner subs that we know of are mod-

ified TV Tuners, we decided to market an excel-
lent performing yet very low cost sub for the 
technician who has to get all he can for his 
money...a"Poor Boy's Sub" for only $19.95. 
This was not an easy task since cabinets, 

knobs and controls would push the price far 
above $19.95.. .We searched for a tuner that 
needed no cabinet and no controls...one that the 
tech could scrounge the knobs from most any 
old TV... 
It took over two years but we finally found it. 

The gain is excellent.. Battery drain is very low 
(only 18 mils). It's self biasing so there is no R. F. 
gain control to fiddle with. It works equally well 
on tube or transistor sets...b/w or color...and is 
as easy to use as starting a fight with your wife 
(well, almost). All you need do is hook the set's 
IF cable to the "Poor Boy" and view the pic-
ture...That's it...no set up controls to confuse 
you. 
We compared the "Poor Boy" with other subs 

costing over twice the price and found it to work 
lust as well on all the comparison tests we 
made.. and often a lot easier to use...Even 
though instructions aren't needed...you get 
those too. 
The "Poor Boy" is small enough to easily hold 

in one hand. no wires or controls dangling 
around. It comes completely wired and tested 
including batteries and ready to use. Send a 
check for only $19.95, and we even pay the 
shipping (how about that?) or we will ship COD. 
Try it for 10 days. .11 not completely satisfied 

...return for full refund. 

TEXAS 
TUNER SERVICE 

4210 N.E. 28th Street, Fort Worlh, TX 76117 

...for more details circle 125 on Reader Service Card 

A Platt tool case 
won't fall apart at the seams 
because there are no seams. 
Unlike other tool cases, the pockets on a Plan Pallet are 

molded without any seams, stitches or rivets to form a one-
piece unit. It's practically indestructible. 
The case itself has that same rugged construction. It comes 

in either tough, lightweight ABS Thermoplastic, rich looking 
expanded vinyl or a combination of both. 
Platt also has rugged hardware. Like an aluminum rim for 

extra strength. Steel core handles. And tough brass locks. 
Inside there are compartments for larger tools, parts boxes 

and testing equipment. And multiple lid pockets for paper 
and order books. 
Besides having a tough case Platt 

has a tough 5-year guarantee on both 
the case and pallet. 
• pat No 3,8st).2s5 Cases for business and industry. 

2301 S. Prairie Ave., Chicago, III. 60616 (312) 225-6670 

...tor more details drills 120 on Reader Service Card 

GO 
DIGITAL, 
GO DANAMETER 
(The New VOM For Today's Needs.) 

• 0.25% Accuracy 
• Full Overload Protection 
• Really Drop-Proof 
• Full One Year Battery Life 

Dana Laboratories, Inc. 
2401 Campus Dr, Irvine, Co 92715, (714) 833-1234 

...for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card 
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UHF and/or any combination of the 
two for any 41 MHz television re-
ceiver. It can also be used to check the 
IF and AGC stages of a TV receiver. 
Powered by either AC or DC, the 
Model 5001 has a 300 ohm input for 
standard home installations and a 75 
ohm input for maintaining and in-
stalling CATV and MATV systems. 

POLYETHYLENE TOOL CASE  165 

A new blow-molded tool case that is 
dent-proof, shatter-proof, and scuff-
proof is now available from Platt Lug-
gage. Designated Model 615T, the new 
case is compact and lightweight and 

designed for tools, parts and equip-
ment. Constructed of polyethylene, 
the case features single unit construc-
tion with a strong double wall, molded 
locks, handle and hinge. It comes with 
a molded pallet to hold a large selec-
tion of tools, weighs 31/4 pounds, and is 
guaranteed for five years. Priced at 
$30.50. 

CORDLESS SOLDERING GUN  166 

A new heavy-duty cordless solder-
ing gun with automatic feed has been 

introduced by the Wahl Clipper Corpo-
ration. Called the Iso-Tip gun, the new 
tool is said to have the power reserve 
and versatility to solder everything 
from #12 electronic connections to 
micro circuitry. It contains a built-in 
refillable .062 solder spool and self-
feeding mechanism that operates by 
fully depressing the trigger. If the 
self-feeding feature is not needed, an-
other model of the Iso-Tip gun is avail-
able without the self-feed. A plug-in 
battery charger is standard equip-
ment with the gun and will recharge 
the unit overnight. Each charge will 
make up to 400 electronic joints. The 
tip comes up to 700° within 5 to 10 
seconds. 

HAND-SIZE VOM  167 

A new hand-size VOM with a —50 
to +300° F temperature range has 
been introduced by the Triplett Corpo-
ration. Called model 390, the new 
meter features five AC/DC voltage 
ranges from 0-1200 Volts, four DC mil-
liamp ranges from .6-600 mA and four 
ohm ranges from 10k to 10 megohms. 
Two direct reading temperature scales 
from —50° F to +150° F and +50° F to 
+300° F are included along with a 
temperature probe. The bare probe is 
used for surface temperature mea-
surements and an aluminum shield is 
used to protect the probe from damage 

when taking air temperature read-
ings, or when the probe is stored in the 
meter case. Included with the meter is 
the leather carrying case, tempera-
ture probe, VOM leads, a clamp-on AC 
ammeter, and a plug-in line separator 
for current readings on standard line 
cords. Priced at $120. 

NESTING CB/AM/FM ANTENNA 
WITH SIGNAL LAMP  168 

A new automatic, motor driven 
CB/AM/FM mobile antenna that fea-
tures a nesting function and a trans-
mit-actuated neon lamp that glows 
when in use, has been introduced 

by EV Game, Inc. Called the Breaker 
Beam, the new antenna retracts in 
the housing when vehicle ignition is 
turned off. The transmit-actuated 
neon lamp glows whenever the user 

keys the microphone. The antenna 
extends to a 40 inch length, has an 
above center loading coil situated 
on the 4th section of its 5-unit mast. 
It has an extremely low SWR. Breaker 
Beam sells for $79. 

EXTERNAL NOISE 
continued fronz page 25 
various rods and linkages that 
pass through the vehicle's fire-
wall. 
After using the Sleuth for sev-

eral months, I concluded that it 
was a valuable tool for trou-
bleshooting the less obvious motor 
noise problems. The new device 
isn't really necessary for the stan-
dard, uncomplicated noise prob-
lems. but that one unstandard 
problem that keeps you working 
all day for too little money will 
more than justify the Sleuth's rel-
atively low cost. In fact, the cost is 
so low that I would place it on the 
list of necessary tools and equip-
ment for the auto electronics 
shop —right along with the drill, 
VOM and portable soldering iron. 
Once the auto radio noise is 

found, with whatever means, sup-
pression will depend on the source 
of the noise. In most re-radiation 
cases, grounding or redressing 
will be the cure. Bypass capacitors 
in most cases are almost ineffec-
tive, even when the re-radiation is 
from a wire or cable-bundle. 
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An Extraordinary Offer to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in 

• 

wcoisPlaXocs  
sle  
1 

--
743-224 p —Electronic Music 
Circuit Guidebook (59 95) 

4011111N.— 

861-252 p.—Displey 
elleremite ($8.95) 

Beginner's Guide to 

REPAI 

NIP 

,111 
INSTALLING TV Et  All two-book sets count as only 
FM ANTENNAS  one of your three Selections. 

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB 
take 
any 

of these unique 
electronics books 
(value to s51) for only each 

with a Trial Membership in the Book Club that guarantees to 
save you 25% to 75% on a wide selection of electronics books 

by Leo G. Sands 

..rvi. L..*•111 X318-5411 p.— TWO BOOKS-Begin-
Ber's Guide to TV Repair 8 Installing TV 
aid EM Antennas ($15.90) 

800-602 p —Master Handbook of 1001 • 
Practical Electronic Circuits (112.95)  ei- 1*— 

tillaiter  . 
‘i  tian dilook °T  

C I  . 0  r( •Lij O 
.1, ti,  proti„j  
.   

::::::: 

•::: iel:l." ei Z.3 :‘::;‘, 

„mem  warbir„,—^ 0 ....... 754-238 p — Practical CB Radio 
Troubleshooting and Regan Ise 95 l 

.!,,...,, 

BUILD YOUR 

1101b  liK1NEII Z 
Lb 

011 A ril  . 

AIM- • 
841-238 p —Build Your Own 
Working Robot 158 951 

919-434 p —Color TV Trouble Fact-
hook —Problems & Solutions ($9.95) 

1111 ay we send you your choice of these 3 practical. 
time-and-money-saving books as part of an un-

usual offer of a Trial Membership in Electronics 
Book Club' 

Here are quality hardbound volumes, each 
especially designed to help you increase your 
know-how. earning power. and enjoyment of elec 
tronics. Whatever your interest in electronics. 
you'll find Electronics Book Club offers practical. 
quality books that you can put to immediate use 
and benefit . 

This extraordinary offer is intended to prove to 
you, through your own experience, that these very 
real advantages can be yours ..that it is possible ii 

keep up with the literature published in your areas 
of interest, and to save substantially while so do-
ing As part of your Trial Membership. you need 
purchase as few as four books during the coming 12 
months You would probably buy at least this mans 
anyway .without the substantial savings offered 
through Club Membership 

To start your Membership on these attractive 
terms. simply fill out and mail the coupon tncla 
You will receive the 3 books of your choice for 
10-day inspection. YOU NEED SEND NO MONEY ' 
If you are not delighted, return the books within Ill 
days and your Trial Membership will be cancelled 
without cost or obligation 

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB. P.O. Ses 10. Wye Ridge ammo Ps 17211 

1010 200 p —Tower's  International 

Transistor Selector -2nd Edition (59 95) 

E L E C T R O NI C 
IN  N AL 

DI A COIRRAC A 

' TERNATIO 

.10:1.28 751  48 7 ." p — P ro '  ' BOOKS-
How to Read Electronic Circuit 

Diagrams & Basic Electricity 8 
Beginning Electronics (517 90) 

el  n....a ., riectrk," 

1 Begin/00g iiii ,:_ 41 Vs . 

7115-294 p — MicroprocessorrMicropro. i Cli ggramma Handbook (59 95)  

913-476 p —The Complete Handbook 
01 Electrica I & House Wiring ($10.95) 

.11E4 

780/790 -350 p —TWO BOOKS-
111 Digital & Linear IC Proiects 
8 21 Simple Transistor Radios 
You Can Build (S15 90) 

"Pwir.  OF 
, s opa 
li mos y011 ERN BUllu  
RA  bouom .uorte•P.  

sin No  im NI me IN so Nu Nem Imo 
I ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB 

5112-444 p —Commercial FCC Ulnas 
limibook ( S9.95) 

olaC11..4 S 

Facts About Club Membership 
• The 3 ,nhoductory 000kr Of your CeOiCe C.:We publishers 
retail prices of up to 551 75 They are yours tor only 99c 
each (plus postage and handling) with your Trial Mere 

rirship 
• You volt receive the Club News describing the curre , 
Selection Alternates and other offerings. every 4 weeks II.. 
!mesa hurl 
• If you want the Selection do nothing it will be sent to yo, 
automatically If you do not wish to receive the Selection or 
yOu Want to Order one of the many Alternates ohered vo, 
simply give instructions on the reply form land in the en 
velopel Provided and return it to us by the date specified 
This date allows you at least 10 days in which to return the 
form If because of late mail delivery you do not have 10 
days to make a decision and so receive an unwanted Seler 
'err you may return it at Club expense 
• Personal service for your account—no computers used' 
• To complete your Trial Membership, you need buy OW, 
IO W additional monthly selections Or alternates during the 
nen 12 months You may cancel your Membership any fume 
alter you purchase these four books 
• All books —including the Introductory Offer—are fully ,e 
turnable after 10 days if you re not completely satisfied 
• All books are offered at low Member prices plus a sm., 
Postage and handling charge  Prepaid orders shippec 
postpaid 
• Confirming BONUS It you continue after this Trial Mere 
tierShip you will earn a Dividend Certificate for every book 
you purchase  Three Certificates  plus payment of tn. 
nominal sum of Si 99 will entitle you 10 a valoble Boor 
Dedrdend of your choice wh ,eri you may ,7 Oo<P f,OM a P.,) 
n, ki.—n.rs 

- 
1 181-416 p.—Electnnic Circuit Design 

S17.95) 
-S> 

905-244 p  Book of Digital 
Electronic Timepieces IS9 951 

Now 1° 11114  re 

909-140 p —How to Build Metal/ 
Treasure Locators (S7 95) 

ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUIT 
DESIGN 

HANDB°C*  

...... • 0.••••  

P.O. Box 10 
Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214 

Please open my Trial Membership in ELECTRONICS 
BOOK CLUB and send me the 3 books circled below. I 
understand the cost of the books I have selected is only 
99c each, plus a small shipping charge. It not de-
lighted. I may return the books within 10 days and owe 
nothing. and have my Trial Membership cancelled. 
agree to purchase at least four additional books during 
the next 12 months after which I may cancel my mem 
bership at any time. 

101  563 636  510 628 
780 790  754  785 

861  905  909  913 

582  743 
800  84' 
919  1010 

Name  Phone   

Address   

City   

State   Zip   
This oiler valid for new Members only foreign and Canada add 10 I 7-77 

for more details circle 111 on Reader Service Card 



CLASSIFIED 
RATES: 40 cents per word (minimum charge, $10). 
Bold face words or words in all capital letters 
charged at 50 cents per word. Boxed or display ads 
charged at $46 per column inch(one inch minimum). 
For ads using blind box number, add $3 to total cost 
of ad. Send ad copy with payment to: Susan Heller-
man. ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, 757 
Third Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10017. 

BOX NUMBER REPLIES: Mail box number replies 
to: ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, Clas-
sified Ad Department, One East First Street, Duluth, 
MN 55802. Please include box number in address. 

Business Opportunities 

Television Sales & Service Business in 
Sthn. Calif. desert community! Located in 
newest & largest shopping center in the 
area. Huge Marine base nearby. Heavy 
service work. Zenith & RCA lines (no com-
petition in area!). Very comfortable net 
shown! Owner asking $59K. Write P. O. 
Box 91916, L.A., CA 90009.  9 77 

TV SERVICE STATION FOR SALE. 
Small town in North-Central Oklahoma. 
Near Cushing with over 7,000 population, 
Stillwater with over 30,000, and Oklahoma 
State University. Very little competition, 
due to lack of TV technicians in area. Paul 
Brower, P.O. Box 249, Perkins, Ok. 74059. 
Phone (4051 547-5000.  777 

BUILD ELECTRONIC DEVICES IN 
YOUR HOME. GET STARTED IN 
YOUR SPARE TIME. BIG PROF-
ITS—EXPERIENCE NOT NECES-
SARY. WRITE FOR LITERATURE 
TELLING HOW. ELECTRONIC DE-
VELOP LAB. DEPT. B, BOX 1535, 
PINELLAS PARK, FL 33565.  TF 

TV REPAIR business in sunny Tucson, 
Arizona. Complete and modern up-to-date 
shop and van. Retiring at age 74. Excellent 
reputation in fast growing community. All 
for $22,500 which is one year's net. Write 
Bob's TV Service, 6418 E. Malvern St., 
Tucson, Ariz. 85710.  777 

TIRED OF CUSTOMER ABUSE? EX-
PAND  INTO  LUCRATIVE  PAT-
ENTED MATV. PRELIMINARIES 
$3.00. BOX 809, BOYNTON BEACH, 
FLA. 33435.  7 77 

TV and CB SERVICE STATION FOR 
SALE. Eastern New York State, rural area 
near large cities. 52 year old business. 
Owner must sell, health reasons. Little 
competition. Plenty of work for two good 
technicians. Apartment over shop avail-
able. Also appliance sales/service in adjoin-
ing building available. Good TV CB and 
appliance franchises. For more information 
write Box 107, ELECTRONIC TECHNI-
CIAN/DEALER, 1 East First St., Duluth, 
MN 55802.  7 77 

PICTURE TUBE MACHINE 
We buy and sell NEW AND USED CRT re-
building machinery. COMPLETE TRAINING. 
Buy with CONFIDENCE from the ORIGINAL 
MFGR. For complete details, send name, ad-
dress and zip code to: 

LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES 
3520 W. Fullerton Ave.. Chicago, IL 60647 

Phone: 312-342-3399 

ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY IN-
STRUCTOR: Teach basic electronics. B. S. 
degree desirable. Electronics service ex-
perience necessary. Contact M. R. Halsey, 
Head, Electrical/Electronics Department. 
Ferris State College, Big Rapids, Michigan 
49307, (616) 796-9971, Ext. 208. AN 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMA-
TIVE ACTION EMPLOYER.  9 77 

TV REPAIR AND SERVICE. Super Col-
lege Park Location in Orlando, Florida. Es-
tablished 15 years. Grosses $50,000 annu-
ally. Reasonable rent. $28,000 including 
inventory, equipment and van. Double D 
Realty, REALTOR. 1136 Edgewater Dr., 
Orlando, Fla. 32804. 1-305-422-5189. 7 77 

TV Repair. 5'.2 years—Good Reputation! 
Good Location! Sale includes 12x44 bldg., 
equipment, stock, gross $16-18K per 
year—some sales. For fast sale—$7,500. 
Cash only! Lane's TV, 602-889-4910, 918 S. 
Fordham Dr., Tucson, AZ 85710.  877 

send a message... 
...write here. 

1. Number of insertions: (circle)  1  2  3  6  12 
2. Start with (month)  issue (Copy must be in by 1st of month preceding) 
3. Amount enclosed: $   

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER. WE'LL BILL RATED FIRMS. NO AGENCY COMMISSION. 

NAME  COMPANY   

STREET   

CITY  STATE  ZIP   

MAIL AD COPY TO: SUSAN HELLERMAN, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, 757 THIRD 
AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017. 

RATES: 40 cents per word(minimum charge, $10). Bold face words or words in all capital letters 
charged at 50 cents per word. Boxed or display ads charged at $46 per column inch (one inch 
minimum). For ads using blind box number, add $3 to total cost of ad. 

ELE CTRON ICTECHNICIAN/DEALER Classified 
_J 
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Virgin Islands shop expanding TV/ 
Stereo/Antenna techs needed, solid state 
experience required. Resume to Glenn, Box 
E-L, Sunny Isle, St. Croix, U.S.V.I. 
(0820.  977 

Alarm Systems 

CALL THE POLICE (or anyone else) 
AUTOMATICALLY. Model 672 dialing 
Ina $29.95. Send today for your free 
catalog of high quality burglar and fire 
tlarm equipment at low prices. S&S Sys-
:ems, 5619 E St. John, Kansas City, MO 
34123.  7/77 

Construction Plans 

REPAIR TV TUNERS-High earnings, 
Complete Course Details, 12 Repair Tricks, 
Many Plans, Two Lessons, all for $2. Re-
fundable. Frank Bocek, Box 3236, Ent., 
Redding, CA 96001.  TF 

For Sale 

FOR SALE: UHF TUNERS. Complete 
line of solid state plus some RCA 
KRK66AM and Philco UT-51. $10.00 plus 
postage and handling. Metropolitan TV, 
3341 Kensington Ave., Philadelphia, PA 
19134. Phone 215 423-2502.  tom 

REPLACEMENT COLOR YOKES. 
DEALERS ONLY. Zenith 95-2501-2532-
2638-2667-S89633 etc. $14.95. Magnavox 
361380-1 $18.95 etc. Sylvania, G.E. etc. 
$14.95 to $19.95. Request for price list on 
your letterhead. David Sims Enterprises, 
Inc., 665 Jerricho Turnpike, Huntington 
Station, N.Y. 11746.  IF 

SEEKING ORIGINAL JAPANESE 
TRANSISTORS, IC, FET AND DI-
ODES FOR CB REPAIR USE? Write or 
call for our list and compare prices. Fuji-
Svea Enterprise, Dept. ET,  P.O. Box 
40325, Cincinnati, OH 45240. (513) 874-
0220.  7/77 

Speaker Reconing. 20 years experience. 
Send for price list. Extra discount on 10 or 
more. Sorensen TV, Box 38, Plymouth, 
Iowa 50464.  7,77 

SHOP OWNERS/SERVICE MANAG-
ERS: No "off season" layoffs for your per-
sonnel. Lock in your customers "year-
round" with a service and maintenance 
agreement. Details $5.00 and a copy of your 
letterhead to PECK'S PLAN, Box 64, 
Route 23, Hillsdale, NY 12529.  7177 

1 

Transistors, IC's, 
Communications - CB 

"Buy Dependability" at Low Costs 
Send for your dealer confidential price list. 
B&D Enterprizes, Box 32, Dept. 1 

Mt. Jewett, PA 16740.  777 

B&K Model 415 Alignment Generator, 
$270. Sylvania Model CK3030 Color Test 
Jig with many adaptors, $240. Both Like 
New. Ray McPeak, Route 2, Box 223, 
Nyssa, Oregon 97913.  7,77 

TV AND RADIO TUBES .360 EA!! Send for 
free color parts catalog. Your order free if 
not shipped in 24 hours. Cornell Elec-
tronics 4215-17 University San Diego 
California 92105.  IF 

LINEAR AMPLIFIER for C.B., 2-meter, 
walkie-talkie. Tiny Solid-State Portable 
Unit produces 100 Watt PEP from Milli-
watts and can be inserted inside existing 
unit. Build for about $20. Send $5.00 for 
plans to: J. Martin Peter, P. 0. Box 07071, 
Milwaukee, WI 53207.  7/77 

Japanese Transistors, I.C's Parts, Orig-
inal parts for less. Examples: 2SC1678 
Transistor 2.50, 2SC1306 3.30, 2SA699 .85, 
TA7205P 3.00, 2SC828 .50. Free list, Ora 
Electronics, Box 7548, Van Nuys, CA 
91409.  777 

Competent field and bench technician, 20 
years experience: specialized on Zenith and 

RCA TV products, seeks to grow roots in a 

meaningful & secure position. University edu-

cated, teaching-writing experience, single. de-

pendable. enjoys work, 39 years old. Reply to 

box no. 109.  777 

Wanted 

RIDERS MANUALS WANTED. Vol-
umes I, II, III, IV and V or I-V in one vol-
ume. Please send price and condition. C. 
Kirsten, 1659 Kenwood Ave., Alexandria, 
VA 22302.  777 

MOVING? BE SURE 
TO LET US KNOW 

YOUR NEW ADDRESS 

Perform a 
death-defying act. 

Have regular 
medical check-ups 

Give Heart Fund 
American Heart Association 

• 
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SFNn FOP 

FREE CATALOG 
WITH ALMOST 
3000 ITEMS 

INCLUDING 
B&K • EICO, RCA. 
FLUKE, SENCORE. 
SIMPSON, HICKOK 
and LEADER 

plus a complete line 
of tubes, tools and 
electronic supplies 
at prices you won't 

believe. 

FORDHAM 
RADIO SUPPLY CO.. INC. 

855R Conklin St . Farmingdale. N Y 1173!, 
Tel (516) 752-0050 

..for more details circle 123 on Reader Service Card 

SOLDERING 
IRONS 

DESOLDERING 
IRONS 

/— 

Pencil siyie Safety light Two heats — 20w and 
40w 6 tips Unbreakable handle 2 and 3 wire 
neoprene cords 

v1;=Tr 
Pencil style Safety light Some operate at ifOvii 
at 20w 8 tip sizes 2 and 3 wire neoprene cords 

SOLDERING & 
DESOLDERING 

KITS 

Everything needed 
to solder or de 

solder or both Al 
in a handy lifetime metal 

box with hasp 

See your dostnbutor or wnte 

Enterprise Development Corp. 
5127 E 65th St • indianapolis IN 46220 

PHONE 1317) 251-1231 

READER SERVICE INDEX 
ADVERTISER'S INDEX 

105 Antler Antennas  12 

106 Castle Electronics  23 

107 Charous & Niebergall, Inc.  48 

108 Chemtronics, Inc.  14 

109 Dana Laboratories, Inc.  43 

110 Edsyn. Inc  20 

111 Electronic Book Club  45 

112 Enterprise Development 

Corp   48 

113-115 Fluke Mfg., John 

 35, 37, 39 

Fordham Radio Supply 

Co. Inc  48 

116 Fuji-Svea Enterprise  42 

GTE Sylvania  Cover 3 

General Electric, 
Tube Div.  29 

117 Hunter Tools  28 

118 Lampkin Laboratories, Inc.  18 

119 Mountain West Alarm 

Supply Co.  42 

101 NESDA  48 

102 PTS Electronics, 

Inc.  Cover 2, 1 

120 Platt Luggage  43 

123 

121 RCA Corp.. Consumer 

Electronics Div.  41 

122 Sencore, Inc.  3 

124 Tech Spray  15 

125 Texas Tuner Service  43 

103 Triplett Corp. 

(for demo.)  Cover 4 

104 Triplett Corp. 
(for info.)  Cover 4 

126 Tuner Service Corp.  10 

127 Ungar, Div. of Eldon Ind.  7 

128 VIZ Mfg. Co.  11 

129 Weller-Xcelite Electronics 
Div   9 

130 Zenith Radio Corp., Service, 

Parts & Accessories Div. ...4-5 

This index is furnished for the readers convenience 

However, the publisher can not guarantee its accuracy 

due to circumstances beyond our control. 

APPLIANCE 
REPAIR 
BOOKS 

Thirteen Handbooks written in easy-to-under-
stand language by experts in the service field 

with illustrations and diagrams, Acclaimed by 

instructors and professionals alike, How to 

diagnose and repair air conditioners, refrigera-

tors,  washers,  dryers,  ranges,  microwave 

ovens. dishwashers. vacuum cleaners, electro-

static air cleaners. RV gas appliances, hair 

dryers, motors, water heaters, coffeemakers, 

can openers, floor polishers, steam irons. food 

mixers, lawn care appliances, electric knives, 

electric and digital clocks and many others 

Also fundamentals of solid state. setting up a 
shop, using test instruments and more Only 

$2.65 to $4.90 ea. 

SEND FOR FREE PRICE LIST 

C & N, Dept. ET 
5841 W. Montrose Avelino 
Chicago, Illinois 60634 

...for more details circle 107 on Reader Service Card 

PLAGUED! ! 
BY TOUGH DOGS? 

Come on down to the Service 
!ndusti y Convention and 
find how successful technicians 
solve problems. 

August 16 - 20, 1077 

Workshops for Technicians 
Thursday, August 18 

Sheraton Twin Towers Hotel 

• Video game servicing 
• CB 
• TV 
• Tuner Repair 
• Meet Manufacturer Service 
Managers 

" Take the family to 
Disney World. 

For Convention Infor mation 

write: ISCET 

1715 Expo Lane 

Indianapolis, IN 46224 

317-241-8172 

...for more details circle 112 on Reader Service Card 
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In replacement parts 
nothing is foreign to us. 

4 
A 

• Ir  . • • 
4. 4 

We know the problems in finding the right semi-
conductor replacements for imported TV, CB and other 
electronic equipment. 
That's why we have a line of thick-film modules and 
ICs that will replace over 3,000 devices in 139 brands 
of foreign-made equipment. 
And we've made them easy to find in two ways. One 

is through our new Module and IC Replacement Guide 
that cross references the original part number with 
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our ECG' semiconductor part number. 
The other way we've made it easy is by making sure 

your local Sylvania distributor has access to a full 
stock of semiconductor replacements. 
Pick up a copy of the replacement guide at your 

distributor today, so you'll be able to pick up all the 
parts you need in just one stop tomorrow. 
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Triplett 
310 mini•VOM's 
fit your hand 
and your 
wallet... 

only$53 
The high quality Triplett 310 is a little all-in-one VOM. This made in 
the U.S.A. VOM gets around a lot for half fare. It packs most of the 
features you'd expect to firc only on a meter twice the size and price. 
It fits in your shirtpocket eEdily. The small size and its versatility is a 
boon to field servicemen as well as circuit designers, technicians, 
electrical maintenance engineers, and the price is right for vocational 
and hobbyist use. 
A newly designed high impact, drop resistant case makes it practi-
cally indestructible ... 2CK chms/volt DC and 5K ohms/volt AC 
ranges provide plenty of sensitivity for most applications ... and, 
there's diode overload protection with a fused R X 1 ohm range. The 
single range selector switch is a real time saver for reading 0 - 1200 
DC or AC volts, 0 - 20 megahrns, and 0 - 600 micro-amps or 0 - 600 
milliamps at 250 millivolts. 
Comes complete with 42" leads, alligator clips, batteries and instruc-
tion manual. Accessories tole the versatility of a 310. Adding the 
Model 10 clamp-on ammeter allows you to measure AC currents 
easily with one hand. 
Visit your local distributor cr Mod Center and shake hands with a 
real bargain. 
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Triplett. The easy readers 


